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AIMS

In these lectures I hope to give a brief outline of a possible theory

of the nuclear force and the strong interactions between elementary particles,

which ve suppose is responsible for nuclear matter. The theory I will be

describing is known as quantum chromodynamics because of its association vith

i new kind of nuclear charge called colour and its resemblance to quantum

electrodynamics. The first lecture will be of a more generak kind, intended

for colleagues in other tranches of physics, perhaps expressing a little too

optimistically our views on what this theory is likely to achieve, based on

our present technical understanding of how it works. The second and third

lectures will be of a more technical character, in which some particular

aspects of QCD as they are being worked out at present are discussed.

Further, I will provide some details in the written text which will not be

presented in full in the lectures.

CONTESTS

I . Early ideas on the nuclear force and the emergence of the quark model

and the QCD Lagrangian.

I I . Properties of this theory and the problem of quark confinement.

I I I . The perturbative phase of QCD.

IV. The non-perturbative or confinement phase of QCD and the description

of hadrons and their Interactions.
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EARLY ID"Ad ON T'KK NVCLrAR F'JRCK AiO Tire uMEKOENCE OF1 THE tJCD
LAGRANGIAN

Let us recap a l i t t le of the early ideas on the nuclear force. [n the

s, nuclear structure was thought to be described in terms of elementary

protons and neutrons, which formed an isospin doublet 5 =| P \ v i t h I , = -^

for the proton aiui T = -rz for the neutron, where isospiti, i . e . SU{2)

invariance, vas the recognised symmetry of nuclear interactions at ttvit time.

Further, the nuclear force between these nucleons was thought to be mediated by

an elementary meson, which was seen to form an isotr iplet (IT ,tt ,n ) because

of i t s three charged states- If a l l these particles were elementary, then in

analogy to QED, one would describe this system in terms of the following SU(2)

invariant Lagrangian:

- g (1.1)

(IT1 ± ,.°«where IT = r , i " , O [ r = U " ± i i T J / V S , it" a if"); t J = | C j a re the usual

Paul! spin matrices of SU(2) s a t i s fy ing - the commutation r e l a t i ons [x , T ^ ] =

Here and •c
However,a deep theoretical study of the quantum field theory content

of thia Lagrangian would profoundly disturb one because it is more or leas

impossible to make sense of it at high energies. It must even be improved

at low energies to accommodate further symmetry requirements (namely the so-

called approximate chiral invariance). One of the main problems is the size

of the coupling constant g, namely g /hit ~ 1 5 .compared to a = e /UTT = 1/137.

This means a power series expansion in g Air makes little sense, however

techniques based on asymptotic expansions have been devis&d to deal with this

aspect of the problem *'. A second even deeper problem concerns the re-

normalization of the theory. The latter concerns infinities generated by

virtual processes, for example, the emission and absorption of a virtual pion

(Fig.l),

Some of these were pioneered by the late Professor Benjamin Lee.
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The pion has a sister isctriplet called the p-tne^r ppin L system

(p-,p°,p+), which has resonance recurrences p ' .p1 1 , - . . «Hh the ^aise spin. There

is also a rich spin excitation structure in the meson speetr.™ including

a (1310) with J * 2, g(lbSO) vitli J = 3 and K(:'OUo) with J = 4.

The pion itself is somewhat peculiar in the la t ter r e j ec t probably because

of i t s very light nature. The above l i s t is a brief glimpse of a very

rich hadronic spectrum, which shows, in atomic physics t ™ = , both radial and

orbital angular momentum excitations. The origin of this spectrum is broadly

understood at a phenomenological level in terms of the theory ve shall be

describing shortly.

N N N 2) SU(3) and internal symmetry

Self-mass correction to the nucleon.

The latter leads to an infinite nucleon mass shift 6M ~ j u , "here « is

the energy of the pion. These infinities can in fact be removed and such

a procedure is referred to as ^normalization. However the effect of this

reno«l i*at ion leads to an effective coupling constant 5(K) which tends to

infinity at very hieh energies and momentum transfers, i .e . K + - . where K

is the Characteristic momentum scale. This means that the theory makes l i t t l e sense

in this limit and further, Landau and successors claim that the ^normalization

in such a theory may even destroy the fundamental starting precise of causal

propagation.

However, before such theoretical considerations were generally

appreciated, experiments were already indicating that the nucleons were not

in fact elementary, but instead composite syStem3 as indeed were the pi mesons,

which were supposed to be the elementary exchange quanta mediating the Strong

force. We summarize here this convincing experimental evidence which was

collected over a period of some thirty years.

1) Nucleon and meson resonances

Hucleons have a rich associated spectrum of isospin \ resonances, in-

cluding 11(11*70), H(152O), H(1535).... where the numbers indicate the mass in

HeV, the nucleons having a mass of 9**° MeV. There is also a cicely related

isospin | system 4(1232), A<l65O), 4(l6T0), 4(1690) ...

-3-

The nucleons belong to another kind of family, together with the so-

called strange baryoas AQ, l ' , 1°, t*, S", =°. The isospin SU(2) symmetry

in fact is part of a larger symmetry SU{N). Before 197k, N was believed to

be 3 due to the suggestion of Cell-Mann and others. The generator of the

additional internal quantum number is called hypercharge, which combines with

the generators of the SU(2) isospin rotations to form the group SU(3). We now

know V > h . beginning with the discovery of ProfessorS. Ting and E. Bichter

of the J/* family Of particles, which rapidly became identified with a new

quantum number called charm. The lat ter was originally introduced by BjorKen,

Glashov and others as early as ingi, for theoretical reasons. Restricting our

attention to SU(3) for the moment, the spin ^ toryons form an octet system of

particles in SU(3) space which can be displayed in the following diagram in

the(l ,Y) plane, where I3 is the third component of isospin and Y is the

hypereharge; „

T-o

-i -1 -I 1 1 1 I ^

r/
r
sr

<a) 3pin 5- baryon octet. (b) spin -^ baryon decuplet.
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The spin — baryon resonances form the go-called decuplet system of SU(3) shown

in Fig.2(t>) which predicted the existence of the JJ~ with spin g-, hypercharge

Y = -2 and isospin 0. I t was discovered through i t s expected cascade decay:
In the usual way, taking products of lowest representations,we can generate

all the higher multiplicity representations, for example

t+
10 9

Fht

Similarly,the mesonic systems form nonets of 3U(3), i.e. octet + scalar

(§. ® 1} representations of the group.

r"* +•»

, - * a*

(a) P3eudoscalar sieaon octet.

tb)
(h) Vector meson nonet.

This kind of classification enlarges to include a l l known hadrona. The idea

that hadrons are a composite, system arise* because these representations are

not the fundamental ( i . e . lowest order) representations of SU(3>. These are

the so-called t r ip le t representations 3 and 3

(a)

3 O 3 9 1 (1.2)

(i.e. if ve ta&e a direct product of the vectors for the 3 representation, we

form a representation which can be reduced as the equations indicate).

3} Hadron form factors

If one takes the experimental electron-proton elast ic scattering

cross-section ep •*• ep,which corresponds to the Feynman diagram in Fig.5,

Fifi.?

Feynman diagram depicting an electron scattering off a proton by
exchanging a virtual photon.

then the Sross-section aB a function of the scattering angle 6 can tie

written in the form

de point
cross-section

(1.3)

where q la the momentum transfer squared q = (p-p1) • The form factor

P_(t) has the form 3hown in Fig.6.

Triplet representation of 3'j(3)

i) 3 representation, ( ^ 3~ representation,

- 5 -
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[-qa)(GeV/c)s

Fig.6

Proton form factor

If for small q. we write Fp(q ) in the form

Fp(q2) (1.1*)

where <ffi / is the mean-squared radius, one obtains from Fig.6 a radius of
P i -a

the proton of order 1 Fermi ( i . e . Rp •*•* 10 cm). Although this in i tself

doe9 not prove that the proton is a composite object in the sense of a nucleus

because the virtual emission and absorption processes of a quantum field theory

like that described briefly above,can have the same effect. However no satisfactory

field theory has been found at the level of protons to account for i t s structure.

H) Begge trajectories

The resonances discussed in item l) have another important regularity,

naaely they lie on the so-called Regge trajectories. If we define a complex

angular momentum J then these resonances form families for which J = O ( M ) ,

so for example as J takes the values J = —, ~, j,... or —,— , — ,... we

have, respectively, the resonance recurrencel Ht^ltO), H»(l688), N*(2200)

and A(1232), 6(1950), 4(21*20),... These trajectories are shown in Figs.7(a)

and 7(b)

Jt
1
7

s
3

i

•A (13BO)

(a)
Ma(GeVB)

4 5 6
Ma(GeVa)

(b)

Fig-7

Linearly rising baryon Regge trajectories

(a) I • j nucleon trajectory.

{b) I delta trajectory.

(c) Linear rising 1 = 1 and I » 0 meson trajectories.

Similarly, for the meaon oyatem we have the trajectory displayed in Fifi,7(c).

All these Regge trajectories have the property that the spin J rises linearly

with mass square M with a universal Regge slope a' ~ 1 CeV~ . The

existence of Regge trajectories strongly suggests a bound state resonating

system. The remarkable linear uniformity and degeneraey of these Be^ge

trajectories has lad to the construction of detailed models of the strong

nuclear Interactions between hadrons, which indicates that much Information

about the hadronic system is contained in this ph

-7-



5 ) The so-called cmium

More recently, one of 'he most spectacular demonstrations of the

composite nature of hadrons vaa ir. tr.e radiative decays (A -*• photon + B) of

the J/if family of par t ic les , discovered throughthe inc.-.-pendent experiments

of Professors Ting and Richter. Detailed experimental rtudles in high-energy

electron-positron annihilation experiments in TJ3A and Germany, show that the

J/I|I par t ic le belongs; to a family vith a spectr'ira ,-̂ f l.-vels, much like that

one would expect in a e e positroniuni system in vhich the K>>.SS of the

electron is of order 1.5 QeV and the fine structure constant in the Coulomb

potential a/r is of order — instead of 1/137- The following picture of

levels (Fig.8) has at least in part been established and apart fros some not

understood anomaliest gives us confidence that the J/^ part icle is & tound s ta te

of an elementary spin -~ part icle of mass around 1.5 GeV vith i t s sn t ipar t ic le .

In Fig.8 we have used the atomic physics notation to indicate the levels and

degeneracy, namely n"X, where n = radial quantum number; X ~ orbi tal

excitation; 3= spin-spin degeneracy ( i . e . t r i p l e t or singular spin

alignment).

Fig.8 arovfa the M'Si family of excitntio:ia c" a .-M system as seen ^

t r ans i t i ons ' s o l i d l i nes indicate established levels and t r a n s i t i o n ? , n incs

predicted but not yet es tab l i shed) . The precise posi t ions of the levels

are not firmly predicted because we ;ire dealing vith sub-nuclear foroes .-Jid

an unknovn potential .

6} Low-energy hadronic paramotera

Finally, one must mention the existence of a large number of low-energy

parameters, such as anomalous magnetic moments and 0 decay and radiative

constants, which point to specific models of the internal atructure of hadrons,

to which we now turn.

The quark model

Almost a l l the above wealth of experimental information about hadronic

structure can be described in terms of elementary constituents called quarks.

These build up the fundamental representation of the 5U(N) hadron symmetry

group and therefore are natural candidates of the elementary hadrons. For

SU(3) the fundamental representation involves the t r ip le t u,d,s ahown in Fig.9

MASS

/

3P2f3SBO]
3P,(3sia)

I PC

IT'

Pig.t Fundamental representation of EU(3) involving the quarks u,d,a.

-9-
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Because the uaryons are spin —, the quarks must alro carry spin -r (at least
" ' " 2 1

in the simplest scheme) and also the simplest charge assif/rjieiits a"^ y , - ~ ,

- — , respectively, for u,d and c. AT *:hou£h other charge ass j ̂ njr̂ ntL" are

possible effectively? they a l l reduce under appropriate averaging over internal

degrees Of freedom to the above. The notation u,d,s (up, down and ;--trar.f:e)

has emerged as the most convenient because of a remarkable regularity quarks

share with leptons in their weak interactions and which is embodied in the so-

called weak isospin of the Clashow-Galam-Weinberg unified theory of weak and

electromagnetic interactions. We shall make some observations la ter about

the relationship between the la t t e r and QCD, when we very briefly stress the

the need for grand unified theories of a l l interactions. For the moment let

us stress that for each lepton weak isospin doublet i u I , . . . there
t M fu) i c |

appears to be- a deep theoretical need for a quark doublet I , . . .

Further, there is considerable experimental support for this link. Indeed the

up part of the doublet in which the strange quark (s) occurs, the so-called

charm quark (c) , is in fact the quark responsible for the J/(i particle mentioned

above. I t is comforting that the existence of this quark was predicted well

before the discovery of the associated hadrons.

In terms of the quarks which carry spin — ,the known "fundamental"

hadrona and resonances are comprised as follows, arrows are used to denote the

spin alignments:

1 baryons

vi + permutations of spin assignment

= - r̂ n d + u +

t + t= u u u

= u u dV?

Similarly for Y = 0 and Y = -1 baryons

+ + + +
Z = u u s + spin permutations

(1.1*)

I" = d+ s+ •
(1.5)

and so on.

The existence of tvo n-.'ut!';il Y = 0 baiyor\r !'ollovs from the fact that

there exist two linear cci^.hination^ of u wnd d ;;ii!irks, one inakinp up part

of an isotriplct representation, while the other roakfs up an i;:oscaliu-. For

example, suppressing spin labels

vhilt
A J = - 1 •

• dus J

uds - dur ]

(1.6)

(1.7)

The mesons are qq systems and for example we can list

— [d u - d u j

*~ = — [u+ d+ - u+ d f ]

= - i (u+ u+ - d+ d»)

(1.8)

and so on. Table I gives the complete classification for those interested;

including the new particles expected. All other hadron states are excitations

of these listed. The J/i|) family involves a charm quark pair

= c c (1.9)

the
At present all/experimental evidence points to the group 3U(6) with yet two

new quarks b and t making up another weak isospin doublet

-11-

to

accompany the recently established new heavy lepton T~ and its neutrino v

Because of this increasing abundance of quark types and the apparent link to

new leptons,one speaks nowadays of new generations of quark flavours. At the

moment, nature seems to be comprised of up (u), down (d), strange (s), charm

(c), bottom (b) and top (t), although the last has still to be found

experimentally. Returning to the classification of hadrons in terms of quarks,

thus far it might only be a matter of quantum number book keeping with

little dynamical content. What makes the composite picture compelling is the

-12-



Table I

Quark c lass i f ica t ion of lowest lying hadrons

Hadrona

Pseudoscalar mesons

pions (w ,TT ,ir )

kaons (K~,K ,K ,K )

n mesons n

n'
Charm sneBons
(D°,D+,F*)

(F',D",D°)
Charmed n

Vector meson
- 0 +

(P iP .0 )
( K * ~ , U * 0 , K * 0 , K : * + )

til

*

(t>0*,D#+,P l l+)

(P"",D f l ' ,D#0)

J/<p families

-I

Spin — fcaryons

n , P

Z~.(Z°tt9),l+

9 charm spin 1/2
baryons

Spin j - baryons

(y",Y°,Y+)
,_*0 -*Q>
(= , - )

a~

10 charm spin 3/2
baryons

Quark- content

(du,uu-dd,ud)

(su,sd,ds,us)

(uu + dd + si)
(uu + dd + ss)

(cu,cd,ca)

(dc.uc.sc)

cc

- _ _ _
(dii,uu-dd,ud)
(s u, s d, da , us)

( uti + dd )

s s

(cu,cd,cs)

(dc.ui ,sc)

cc

udd, uud

' dds, dus, uusi

(daa,uss •)

ddc, due, uuc

dsc.usc
SEC

dcc,ucc,scc

(ddd,ddu,duu,uuu)

(sdd,sdu,suu}

Issd ssn)
3 S S

edd cdu cuu

csd csu

CS3

ecu eed

ccs

ccc

Spin
orientation

y ++ - ++

> ( t+,+++++,++)

> + u

^ +t+

lass
Range in

Mr

0

0 . 5

1

2

3

l

1
1

2

2

3

1

1

1

2-5

3.5

1-2

2 - 5

Comments

The n - has not beer
cc

ident i f ied. Mesons
involving b quarks
are expected but
have not yet beets
seen

J/V> family has

been extensively
studied

There is evidence
for charmed baryonq
however I t may be
a. long time before
a l l thes« objects
are observed

fact that the associated resonances look like radial and orbital excitations
of a three-quai-k bound s ta te system (in the case of baryons) or a qq

systen (in the case of mesons). • It ia also natural to associate the hadron
Regge t ra jec to r ies v i th the excitat ions of these bound s ta te systems. When

hadrons are associated with Regge polea rather than elementary pa r t i c l e s , then

the high-energy behevio'jr of hadron-hadron scat tering (Figa.lO(a) to' (c)) is

determined by the exchange of a Regge pole ( i . e . a syatem of v i r tua l hadross),

which gives r i se to the character is t ic behaviour T(s , t ) ~ s" , where s is

the centre-of-masa energy squared and n(t) is the complex angular momentum

of the system exchanged at a negative v i r tua l mass squared t . The l a t t e r 1G

determined by the momentum transferred(p -p ) between the hadrons aB they

sca t te r off one another. An elementary exchange(Fig,lO(c))vould give r i se to

the behaviour

T(»,t) = >T^ed(<0) S^t-M2) , (1.10)

where J i s the spin carried by the exchange pa r t i c l e . In the case of Hegge

exchange, which ia indicated by the diagraa in Fig.l<Xt>),the value of J Is

given by J = <Xit) and the pole factor (t-M I" 1 is embedded in a signature

factor [sinira(t)l~ . The l a t t e r indicates in fact that we have a system of hadrons

with spin J = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . In the quark model th is would correspond to the

exchange of * v i r tua l quark bound s ta te system, which we have I l lus t ra ted in'

Pig.lO(B). In the l a t t e r , t h e vavy l ines indicate the exchange of the true

elementary quanta responsible for the nuclear binding force betveen the quarks.

(a) (b)

-12a-

Fig.10

Hadron-hadron scattering

(a) by elementary hadron exchange,(b) by the T'fcdB

-13-

pole --ffoct,(c)in the quark model.



In the above picture, In which hadrons are quark "Bound states with some

elementary force between the quarks, known as gluon exchange, we have a situation

rather like atoms in quantum electrodynamics. Here the elementary particles

are electrons and positrons (or protons) and the force is photon exchange.

However,unlike the sort of bound states one is accustomed to in atomic and

nuclear physics, which; in high-energy collisions break up into their elementary

constituents, hadrons do not, but instead simply produce more hadrons. In this

rjense quarks appear to propagate only inside hadronic systems and therefore only

exist as elementary entit ies in small space-time domains of the order of the

proton radius of 1 Fsrmi (1.0 ± cm). This means that an understanding of quarks

and their interactions muat provide a reason for their existence only in such

a situation. This is called the problem of quark confinement. To see just how

much of a riddle i t presents us, ve give one other very valuable (in fact one

of the most valuable) source of evidence as to the existence of elementary quarks,

namely, high energy experiments involving electron proton or neutrino proton

scattering , in which much of the electron (or neutrino) energy goes into

producing hadrons. These are the so-called deep inelastic experiments and
2 2

the cross-section is described by a function W(q ,\>), where q is the

virtual momentum transfer squared carried by the photon (in the case of

ep -* e1 + hadrons), while v> is proportional to the energy loss by the

electrons i .e . v = M^(l-e'), where M is the proton mass. As q"" becomes

large, while the ratio x = -q /2\i stays of order unity, the experimental

cross-section shows the following scaling behaviour:

p

qc large

q2/2v fixed

FU)

(1-11)

Such a scaling lav would come about if the proton was made up of elementary

constituents and the process is described by the break-up diagram in Fig.11

efE)

quark i
Quark parton model of

deep inelastic electron

proton scattering

In such a model the function F(x) is given by

(1.12)

I = quark types
in proton

where e. is the charge of i quark and x is also the fraction of the proton

momentum this quark carries. The function D1(x) is just the probability

density of finding a quark of type i with fractional momentum x. This

picture is called the parton model and was originally proposed to Richard

Feynman. If one takes into account the longitudinal and transverse

polarizations of the photon,one finds o /a is relatively small .'ind may
p L L

tend to zero as q •+-«•. This fact can be explained by assuming that the
elementary constituents are spin — . Further, there is good evidence that the

2 1 1
effective charge of these constituents are fractional, namely f—, - — , - — )

for q « u,d,a, respectively. Honce v/e have the compelling conclusion that the

Feynman partons are essentially the quarks.

The above scaling law is in fact not exact and in a high momentum

experiment there appears to be a special pattern of scaling violations, which

we shall returnto shortly, after introducing the quantum chromodynamics of

quarks. The la t te r will allow us to take Into account the elementary forces

between the quarks, which in turn lead to radiative corrections to the

parton model causing small scaling violations. The problem ve face however

is that this picture works so remarkably well. It in fact describes an

impressive l i e t of measured quantities in the high-energy elementary particle

scattering processes, to l i s t a few we hive:

1, tp •* I' + hadrons

where 1,1'- e,u,\>, are l ep tons .

e e~ •* hadronic J e t s

•• hadrons ,

+ -

proton

2.

It. pp •* I'l~ * hadrons

where £ » e,u , plus many other processes ,including hadronic production at

large transverse momentum. One has the paradox that a picture of hadrona

as loosely bound quark systems explains the above irta33 of data, while on the

other hand, one never sees a free quark In tho final r.t.atp. Tn fact, hadrotia

are produced in ever increasing abundance as we go to higher and higher

- 1 5 -
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energies. Prom the latter point of view one might identify hadrons as elementary

quanta of some quantum field theory, since they appear to be the only entities

that propagate in asymptotic! states. We shall return to this now fundamental

problem of elementary particle physics and offer some quite hopeful attempts

to find a satisfactory solution.

The colour degree of freedom and quantum chromodynamics

In explaining the baryon spectrum it appears to be necessary in the

quark model to assume that the lightest baryons have a symmetric vave function

in their space-time, spin and flavour degrees of freedom. However because

quarks are spin ̂  particles, which should satisfy Fermi statistics, their

wave function should in fact be antisymmetric with respect to all the degrees

of freedom. To remove this contradiction it was proposed that the quarks obey

a more complicated kind of statistics called para-statistics. Hovever Gell-Mann

pointed out that this is equivalent to introducing an additional internal

degree of freedom or quantum number for the quarks, which he called colour.

The colour group which seems to do the job is in fact also an SU<3) group and

the contradiction vith Fermi statistics is removed if the baryon ground states

are assumed to be aatisymmetric colour singlet states. There are some

additional ptenomenological reasons for the existence of a colour charge

carried by quarks, however these tend to be intimately connected vith the

theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD for short) to which we now turn.

where

Apart from its manifest relativistic invarianee (i.e. it is a Lorentz

scalar), the most significant property is its symmetry under the local gauge

group U(l}, i.e. under the folloving transformation for each point in space-

time:

if_i - i e9(x) .,,. ,

e(x)
(2.2)

Under (2.2) neither F nor £, is changed. This gauge principle determines

many of the physical properties of electrodynamics, since the gauge field A

is explicitly a four-component object, whereas the Maxwell field only has two

independent degrees of freedom. The above gauge transform can be used to

remove one component by the appropriate choice of 3 6 and it turns out,in the

free theory vithout electrons, that there is one more gauge constraint which

reduces A to two componenta. This principle also ensures the electromagnetic
field couples universally to all charged particles.

One farther observation can be made as ve go from the free Dirac

Lagrangian

(")
(2.3)

II. PROPERTIES OF THIS THEORY AND THE PROBLEM OF QUARK COHFIHEMENT

Let us introduce the QCD Lagrangian by comparing i t with the familiar

Lagrangian oC,m o f quantum electrodynamics (QED), which describes a charged

fermlon vith field *(x) interacting vith the electromagnetic field. The

latter is written in terms of the Maxvell field tensor F , which can be

expressed in terms of the It-potential A (x). The re la t iv i s t i ca l ly in-

variant form of df^tifi.A) is

(2.1)

-16-

to the U{1) gauge invariant form (2.1), and that is that the ordinary derivative

3y = — j - is replaced by the so-called covariant derivative^ + eA ),which is

precisely the vay Dirac told us how to couple the electromagnetic field to

the electron in his equation.

The QCB Lagrangian is one in which we couple a gauge field to the

colour charge of the quarks in the above gauge invariant way. However we now

have an 3U(3) algabr« of charges, so that the gauge transformation (2.2) will

be replaced by the matrix transforms

M«
'it* e"<

-17-
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viiere >.' represents the "ell-Mans: J V ( 3 ) .-satricus ini t!,v "uart;- o.re tajcen to

be in the lowest triolet representation labelled by colour indlcer 1 = 1,2,3

(or R,Y,B). The gauge fields transform like the generators uf the group, so

they are labelled by an index a vhich takes eight values , one fcr each

generator. The gauge invariant Maxwell field tensor has the form

A n — «v A-

and the Lagrangian is

a-v A u A w (2.5)

matheraatics, which expresses t;ie fundamental property of ^normalization in

quantum field theory, namely the rer.oraalijaticn group.

At the "beginning we mentioned that Crecn's functions involving the

emission and absorption of virtual quanta lead to divergent integrals over the

virtual energy and momentum k emitted and absorbed. For example, the self-

mass diagram inFig,12(a)which is represented by the function l(p) gives riue

to an infini te quark mass shift

HI a*- [ 4Ji-
(2.7)

5

(2.6)

where the covariant derivative D?. = ) i t g Aa(x) x!1 , g being the
ij p IJ v IJ

strong interaction coupling constant or charge scale.

The field A is responsible for the nuclear force between the quarks and

we shall argue that it gives rise to their binding into ha&ronic systems. For

this reason it is referred to as the gluon field and the corresponding exchange

quanta as gluons, in analogy to photons. This theory has one essential

fundamental property which distinguishes it from QED, namely its non-abelian

character. The slightly richer gauge principle (2.U) requires the gluons to

also interact vith themselves, which means they also carry the fundamental

strong interaction charge. As a consequence, the QCD has quite different

charge screening properties than QED and one can expect some different physical

properties of QCD systens to emerge. We shall end this introduction to QCD

by briefly describing the tvo most important properties attributed to it and

explain why this theory is a good candidate for the hadron nuclear puzzle.

Asymptotic freedom and the short-distance limit

One of the most important properties of non-abelian gauge theories i3

the fact that the effective strength of the interaction between the elementary

particles gets increasingly weaker as we restrict the process to smaller space-

time domains (i.e. to short distances), which in practice corresponds to going

to higher energy and correspondingly large momentum transfers. The Bjorken

limit mentioned earlier for deep inelastic electron proton scattering being

a classic example. To explain how this comes about needs a little bit of

-18-

Similarly, the charge renonnalization diagram inFig,12fb) which is represented
by the vertex function , r(p,p',q),gives rise to an infinite shift in the charge
(i .e. coupling constant)

(2.6)

(a)
Fig.12

Virtual processes responsible for

(a) self-mass renormalization, • (b) charge renormaliaation.

These divergences appear in all higher order processes and have to be systematically

removed from the theory by some subtraction scheme before it makes sense.

This results in a redefinition of the fundamental charges and masses in the

Lagrangian. One vay of carrying out this redefinition is to subtract the

infinities by evaluating the Green function at some arbitrary momentum scale

p - y and defining the renormalized Green function to be

-19-



(2.9)

for the self mass and

(£.10)

The charge g and mass m are defined at this scale u . All other Green's

functions are then defined in terms of the3e renormalized quantities. The

above prescription can be expressed in terms of multiplicative renormallzation

constants, V - Z r , where Z is infinite (or tends to infinity when

some regularizing cut-off A tends to infinity). An arbitrary amplitude or

Green's function involving a number of quarks and gluons scattering off one

another vi l l also be expressed in this way with a product of Z, for eaea

field corresponding to the external particle lines. How the renormalization

group equation Is simply a statement that the physics cannot depend on the

choice of the arbitrary subtraction scale v

C (2.11)

However since the original unrenormallzed Green function r does not know

anything about our choice of *, Eq_.(2.1l) lead* directly to the following

partial differential equation:

(2.12)

is.where B(g) * |i f 1 describe the way the coupling constant changes with our

choice of subtraction scale. Similarly, y = m u — and y = - y — in 3

are the so-called anomalous dimensions. The above equation tells us that we can

compensate a change in the momentum 3cale by adjusting the coupling constants

and masses. One further property we need before we can use (2.12) to explain

asymptotic freedom at/3hort distance, follows from the fact that Feynman

amplitudes (i.e. the above Green functions) have definite dimensions up to

logarithmic factors (of the form log p/u). This means we can scale the

momentum ty a factor K and compensate this by changing y "by y/K

30 the scaled Green function satisfies (dropping mass dependence for simplicity)

(2.13)

where K can be thought of as the frequency or momentum scale at which the

process occurs-

The important property of asymptotic freedom emerges from the fact that

In solving the above differential equation, one Introduces an effective

coupling constant or charge g(K) by solving

p
then (2.13) reduces to

f ~\

(2.11*)

(2.15)

which can be formally solved and used to determine the asymptotic behaviour of

I"H as K + » provided g(K) + 0 in this limit. The latter situation occurs

if the behaviour of the function B(g) has the form indicated by the solid curve in

Pig.13 because (2,ll|) leads to

(2.16)

0(9)
(b>o)

e

(a) (b)

(b<o)

9 ©

e

tc]

(a) Behaviour of beta function at the origin, (b) Screening of charge at the centre,

(c) Antiscreening of charee at the centre in asymptotLc free theories.
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Since S(g) = bg3 + 0(g5) Eq.(2.l6) tells us that

(2.IT)

Hence if b is negative,the effective charge decreases as we go to higher momentum

and frequencies.In the case like that indicated by the dotted line in Fig.13 (b > 0 ) ,

the opposite situation happens, namely g(K) decreases at lover frequency. Moat

theories including QED have the latter property, which means perturbation theory

gets out of control at short distances bringing into question the renormalization

procedure itself. For this latter reason, theories for which perturbation

theory improves the higher the frequency, may be the only candidates for a

completely consistent quantum field theory. The asymptotic freedom property

can "be depicted by a screening picture. In the situation with b > 0 a charge

is screened by opposite charge particles (Fig.n(b)) .Hence if the effective

charge at a given scale is represented by this configuration, then as we go to

shorter distances,the effective charge at the centre increases. In QCD with

b < 0 there is an antiscreenins(Fig.r}(e) ) in which the charge at the centre

decreases at shorter wave lengths.

The asymptotic freedom property g (K) + 0 as K •+ <= Iead3 to a

natural explanation of scaling in deep inelastic electron-proton scattering,

since the fundamental quark constituents interact only weakly in this limit,

exhibiting their elementary nature. The gluon radiative corrections in Fig.lk

to the basic parton mechanism depicted in Fig.11, account for the observed

derivation from exact scaling, providing a valuable test of the theory.

quark

gluon radiation
and pair creation

proton

flluon radiative corrections to quark-parton model for deep inelastic electron-

Proton scattering.

In summary, the property of asymptotic freedom means that in the h.i«h-

energy or short-distance limit, perturbation theory *) becomes an increasingly

better approximation to QCD, which we note is a theory of strong nuclear inter-

actions. We shall return to say something more later about the perturbation

phase of QCD and the way i t is offering us a unique way of experimentally

verifying QCD.

Quark confinement and the hadron spectrum

Confinement in QCD is more general than Just having the quarks confined,

since no states with a colour charge have been observed. Hence, as was suggested

by Nambu, confinement in QCD should scean the absence of any particle in the

asymptotic state? which carry a colour index **). tfe shall :ee that the

confinement of quarks or gluons to small space-time domains naturally

Iead3 to a hadronic spectrum,so from this point of view a solution to the

confinement problem in QCD also naturally explains hadron3. The mathematical

background concerning this phase of QCD involves a number of different

techniques and is far from being completely understood. However i t is now

generally believed that something like the analogue of the Meisner magnetic

fluz confining effect in a superconducting medium provides the basic

mechanism, 9t> we turn to the la t ter for a moment and briefly recall <?o.iie of the

basic properties of superconductors in the L&ndau-GInzburg theory.

A superconductor- can be thought of as a coherent plasma or charged

pairs (the so-called Cooper pairs) and the magnetic flux ia zero everywhere,

so only very special configurations of magnetic flux can exist

in such a medium. One example is a magnetic vortex with a definite strength

2*/e or multiplies thereof ( i . e . a quantised vortex) lnBlde the vortex itself,

a normal state of magnetic flux exists, BO the cysteni forms a finitfi domain

within the superconductor- In the normal vacuum or in a superconducting

medium the line integral of the electromagnetic potential A normally
i

vanishes, around a closed loop, i .e . e i l .dl » 0. However around the vortex

this integral takes on Integer values n = 1,2,... corresponding to 2n/e,

That is an expansion in powers of the strong interaction

fine structure constant an * g /Vrr , each pover corresponding to a definite

sum of virtual processes described in terms of Feytunan integrals.

* * ' Even this may not be sufficient, because there exlata a screening phenomenon

in two-dimeoeional model field theories In vhich "bleached" querkn are

produced ( i . e . spin — fractionally charged quarks carry no colour charge).
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m

H = 0

(a) (b)

(a) A quantized vertex in a superconductor.

(b) A monopole-ant inionopole pair in a superconductor.

W e , . . . units of magnetic charge. Such a situation is generally referred to

as a topologies! solution to the basic equations and n as a topological

index or number, since in general the number is dynamically preserved.

In quantum electrodynamics it was pointed out by Dirac many years ago

that a magnetic monopole if it existed would also have to have strength 2ir/e

in order for electrodynamics to make sense. *) Thus one is led naturally to

speculate as to what would happen to a monopole in a superconducting medium?

Since its associated magnetic flux cannot spread out it will form a flux tube

infinite length and constant magnetic field strength .since e * A.dfc is

fixed to be 2ir all the way along it. Such a system will have infinite energy.

However if one has a monopole-antimonopole pair, we have an extended system

of finite energy, namely a meson-like system in a superconducting medium with

a string like magnetic flux connecting thwn Fig.l5'(b). The energy required to

separate this pair grows linearly with'^ distance between them. This is precisely

the kind of confining system we would like to have, since such a system describes

the basic features of the meson system as a quark-antiquark bound state. However

*r One essentially requires the phase exp ie (f A dH to be equal to unity, hence

e 4> A dl to be an integer multiple of 2it .

quarks carry colour electr ic charge and not <i topological na?,netic charge.
In the above picture which follows from the properties of the electrodynajsic

Lagrangian ve have in fact an underlying symmetry between electric and magnetic

charge. However, the usual perturbative vacuuir, r.n which the quantum theory is

defined,since i t is the lowest energy s t a t e , does not behave like a super-

conducting medium, so that such topolc^ical solution? do not exist in the

vacuum. The superconductor represents some very high density state of OED,

energetically well above the vacuum, in which perturbative tJED no longer applies,

so that the situation must be described in terms of new variables and states.
Here,for exaaple,the notion of Cooper pairs rather than electrons or ions ar ises .

When we turn to QCD, one now strongl" suspects that the usual perturbdtiva vacuum

state is not the lowest energy state so that one must also describe the low

frequency limit of QCD in terms of new variables. Let us ask what the lowest

s ta te could be. When one studies non-abelian gauge theories, one finds

potentially a remarkably rich structure in which topologically non-trivial

solutions ( i . e . called solitons or instantons) emerge, which are the analogues

of the quantized magnetic vertex described above. These solutions to the

equations of motion do not correspond to par t ic le- l ike propagation of the

elementary f ields, in fact they are in general extended configurations of the

f ields . Each such solution has a topological index n which takes values

n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , • • • l ike the above example, defining dist inct topoloRical sectors

of the theory. In general one might expect the lowest energy state for which

n = 0 and other sectors to be very massive. However in QCD, where such

extended solutions of the field configuration have also been found, i t is

strongly suspected that the n = Q zero state i t se l f is formed froir a plcsnn

of Wu-Yang monopole-antimonopole pairs and in fact this is the lowest energy

s t a t e . One argument from Mandelstam which I do not fully understand is that

because the usual perturbative vacuum has inf ini t ies associated with the contribution

of gluon radiation at vanishing frequencies, one needs a mechanism to cancel

this divergence and the monopole-antimonopole plasma looks as if i t might

precisely do this.

In such a situation i t will be the colour electr ic flux E that is

confined to tubes, so that an isolated colour charge cannot exist in Nature

and only colour singlet states have f ini te energies. A meson vculct look like

Fig.lfifa) vith a single flux tube between the quark and antiquarkj while the

baryon would correspond to a Y-like object with three flux tubes joining at

some point.

That i s , i t ia a bad t r i a l vacuum state for the system, essentially because

of infra-red divergences which cannot be removed in the same way as QED.
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Region of
normal
flux E 8 #0

outside

E =o
outside

(b)

(a) Meson system in confining phase of QCD.

(b) qqq confined "baryon system.

Although one has no decisive proof that QCD reduces to precisely the

above picture, i t is so appealing that many physicists including myself believe

that something close to i t •.rill provide the answer. If the Wu-Yang monopoles

of QCD are making up the "vacuum structure", then one might ask why they have

not been produced in Nature, One ansver might be that they are very heavy.

However i t is more likely that they are intimately tied up with the way the

theory works, but are not necessary themselves manufacturatile states of the

theory. If they are heavy states then they vi l l surely play a role in the

big bang epoch of general relativity when the energy density exceeds al l

elementary particle thresholds. My own impression is somewhat simpler than

the picture I have presented above, namely we need not lean too heavily on

QED, which after all is a different theory both in the infra-red and ultra-

violet limits. Presumably, what is happening at long distances is that Aa(x)

and q^(x) are the wrong variables to describe the theory and gauge Invariant

composite operators constructed from them describe the long-distance propagation

properties of the QCD system. These objects correspond to mesonic systems,

baryons and somewhat heavier purely gluonic states. The vacuum when seen as

a q-uantmn fluctuation phenomenon will surely be described principally in terms

of such '.ov-energy fluctuations, unless proVed at very short wave lengths, when

quark ar.d gluon fluctuations emerge. The transition between one set of variables

and the other may well be quite sharp as studies of QCI1 on a lattice by

Ken Wilson, Rebfci and others have recently indicated. One speaks of a phase

transition occurring as a function of the coupling constant which i3 the

analogue of the temperature in stat is t ical mechanics. The picture may be

something like the following as a function of frequency(extended from the very

high to the very low frequency limit)."

sharp
transition

region

Reflection of
perturbative
phase of QCD

variables

i.e. quark and
gluon quantum
fluctuations and
propagation

e^cpaasioa parameter

Confining phase of QED

variables

U = exp A dl

J(x,y) = qi(y)p exp ig A dl
Jx

i .e . gauge invariant correlation
functions, quantum fluctuations and
propagation, associated with systems
Of low-lying hadron states lying on
Begge trajectories

expansion parameter

Lou energy PC AC Phase

Effective spontaneously
broken chiral symmetric
Lagrangian ,£(N,ir,(j)

variables

x) = q(x) Y,. q(x)

a{x) = q(x) q(x)

effective hadron interaction vertex

where < 01a10 i J 0

effective expansion
2 2

parameters m , f

only baryons and pious
(kaons...) propapate at
these frequencies

-1

Simplified picture of the change from the perturbative description to the confining

phase of QCD aa a function of frequency scale, including very low energy limit.

There are certain mathematical limits In which theoe regions can be extended

or even Blade to overlap; However at this point I will leave this general

review of QCD by saying that what I have presented is a system which gives us

real hopes that ve will eventually be able to describe the main properties of

hadrons outlined at the beginning. However we still have a long way to go.
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Relationship between QCD and the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic
interactions of quarks and leptons

An interesting and non-academic question has emerged in recent years

concerning the relationship between QCD and the electroveak theory of Glashov,

Salam and Weinberg. I will not review the latter here because I expect it

will be covered by Professor Salam himself, if not,let me refer you to the

nice review by Professor Riazuddin in the previous Kathiagali meeting. Let

us simply note that the electroveak theory is a a gauge theory like QED and QCD

based on the gauge group SU{2) © "(1)TJ.D (where L,R refer to left and

right,respectively), in which all the fermions (quarks and leptons) are placed

in either a left-handed *' doublet representation or right-handed singlet

representation of SU(2) . The theory haa a SU(2) triplet of gauge bosons
— 0 +

(tf , W , W ) and a U(l) gauge particle U. This symmetry is broken through

properties of the vacuum, making the V and one linear combination of H

and U very massive. The other (W ,U) linear combination remains raasaless and

corresponds to the photon. In discussing the weak and electromagnetic

interactions of quart's, they are treated like leptons and the phrase quantum

flavour dynamics ha3 been coined to embrace the electroves* part of quark inter-

actions- An essential ingredient of the latter is the apparent "carbon" copy

in Bature at higher masses of the basic fermion system, naaely

( : ) . (

Each copy is called a new generation of the basic fermion system that lives

in the SU{2) ® "^V+R s c h e n e -

Now when we consider the combined QCD strong nuclear and electroweak

interactions of quark3 by simply taking the direct product of the gauge groups

5U(3) , andcolour
[SU(2)L ©

L + p 1 f l a v o u r
• a number of points immediately

present themselves:

•) Left-handed refers to a left-handed helicity state or the

of a Dirae spinor (similarly, right-handed states correspond to the

projection).

projection

1) Hew overlapping divergences occur in the Feynman integrals which

were not there in the original theor ies . These can be removed by redefining the

fermion f i e lds , however the fact tha t th i s is necessary draws the strong and

electroveak interact ions together ( i . e . they cannot be handled t o t a l l y

independently).

2) Further, the asymptotic freedom property of non-abelian g&'ige

theories presents the poss ib i l i ty tha t the strong nuclear, weak and electromagnetic

interjictiona could become comparable at some very large naas sca le , in which

case i t would be natural t o seek a unified description of them.

3) The l a t t e r conclusion is further enhanced when we observe tha t the

direct product SU(3) c o l o m . <S> [311(2)^ 0 U U > L + R ] f l a v o u r leaves cer ta in

crucial parameters of the electroveak theory, such as the mixing angle between

the W and U , undetermined.

These observations plus the generation problem make i t both natural

and compelling to consider the possible grand unification * ' of weak, e l ec t ro -

magnetic and strong in terac t ions , by choosing a larger gauge group in which

SU(3) , , SU(2V <& U(l)T _ are embedded and which solves the generation
colour L L+M

problem. The quarks and leptons a i t in the common fundamental representation

of t h i s large gauge group. The extra lepto-quark interact ions mediated by the

new gauge bosons ( i . e . additional to W1, W , U and the eight gluona) are

argued to be very weak because of the i r exceeding iarg« masses generated by the

same type of vacuum symmetry-breaking mechanism thought to be responsible for

the W mass. Such a theory of course looks Just l ike the direct product of

QCD and electrcrweak in the laboratory. However, things wi l l look very different

at the big bang epoch of the Universe, where unification wi l l play a non-

t r i v i a l role la se t t l ing the abundance parameters of our Universe. Further,

because quarks and Iepton3 a i t in the same multiplet and there exist gauge

bosons which cause t r ans i t ion between them, u and d quarks wi l l decay into

the l i gh t e r electron and neutr ino, so the proton wil l be unstable to t r i p l e beta

decay. Lifetime est imate! however put the proton l ifet ime at 10 or there

abouts, which is exceedingly long and i t would therefore have l i t t l e effect on

tile proton abundance in the Universe. Nevetheless, i t is Just possible to

•Msure such a lifetime in specially set up experiments and if the proton decay

i s observed i t wi l l provide the important ver if icat ion of the grand unification

hypothesis and thus a valuable insifiht Into how Mature works. However the

effect* of unification are at ultra short distances and »ill twre l itt le or

nothing to do with the confinement or the long distance properties of QCD.

•) Thi»ldea vas pioneered by Professor Jogesh 1'ati and Abdus Salam and

independently by S. Glashow and is the subject of much speculation at present.
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III. PERTURBATIVE PHASE OF QCD

This part of my series of talks is devoted mainly to elementary particle

physicists and will concern some of the developments in QCD perturbation

theory in the last few years. There has teen a considerable industry in the

latttr regard and I can at be3t in a short space of time give a brief 3ynopBi3

of the main results. I should point oat that there exist some excellent

revievs on the subject and I have listed a few in the bibliography. This

review will be divided up as follows:

3.1 The relationship between the anomalous dimensions of QCD and

the parton picture.

3.2 Factorization of the parton probability distributions in the

leading order in QCD and potential corrections.

3.3 Pertur'oative QCD with two frequency scales - probing the infra-

red structure of the theory.

2,k Multi-Jet analysis in e e~ annihilation and infra-red safe

veri ables.

3.1 The relationship between the anomalous dimensions of QCD and the partort
model

We begin with a very brief review of, respectively,the operator and

parton description of deep inelastic phenomenon and then chow their equivalence

or inter-relation.In electron-proton Inelastic scattering, which is dominated by

the one photon exchange (Fig.l6(a)), one measures the correlation function

(3.1)

where x » -q /2v , v a p>q and ffor simplicity|,ve have not exhibited the

dependence on the photon spin. The deep inelastic limit (q -* — •• , v + « ,

such that x • -q /2M fixed ) 1B controlled by the behaviour of this correlation

2
function in the limit s 0, i.e. at short distances.
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(a) (b) CO

to =

•• V . <V, t a = quark of flavour

(3.3)

The renonnalization constants Z associated with these operators (see
n

Fig.l8(b)) determine the anomalous dimensions Y in the renormaliaation

group equation for C (q ,g,Vi)) i.e.

(a) One-photon exchange contribution to ep •+ e' + X.

(b) Renorraalization of operators G* in OPE.

(c) Parton model.

Operator product expansion

la the short distance limit, Wilson proposed the operator product,

expansion *)

(3.It)

in which we have neglected the mass and gauge dependence for simplicity,

is a matrix because different operators can mix, as indicated in Fig.l8(&)

and is given by Y& = v T~ ta z & •
n du n

If ve use the result (from Lorentz invariance)

ab

<>. A,
(3.5)

( 3 . 2 )
where to order 1/q. we can neglect trace terms,one obtains for the deep

inelastic correlation function

The latter is a generalized Taylor-Laurent expansion for operators which

makes use of the completeness of local operators. The C (z ) are called

Wilson coefficients and arise from the renonnalization of these operators.

The sum a runs over all typea of operators, including operators of higher

and higher dimensions * * ) . In (JCD the operators of lowest dimension are

the following twist-two operators and they lead to approximate BJorken scaling :

•) * In the case of the absence of the anomalous dimensions this goes over to

the light cone expansion of Brandt and Preparata
o

••} These give rise to terms in 3.1 vith higher powers of 1/5 called higher

tvist. The latter notion arises because C^(z ) involve inverse polynomials
2

in z , otherwise one would apeak of spin.

- L (+v (3 .6)

or after a suitable cotttiifuetion of n, the Mellin transform representation

a. ( 3 . T )
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Krom
? I n-1

j.£) and (3.7) one iees that the ne.-nent. V, ' q~) = ix x T'J

t h
J,

picks out only the terra corresponding t o the r,w ' Wilscn C (q") c o e f f i c i e n t ,
2 . r'

whose asymptotic behaviour as q •+ - • i s determined from { 3.M through a
dimensional a n a l y s i s , in which the d e r i v a t i v e with respect i< ir, replaced
•by one with respect to tba momentum scaling parameter \ = e~ (a -» e~ q ).

The result of solving this differential equation is a scaling law for the

moments

( 3 . 8 )

where is i eigenvalue of the matrix y& and (p )
n ti

P ; , is the projection
tl 9.0

operator (matrix) for this eigenvalue. (Hote that since gluons are flavour

singlets they mix with the singular part of q ... q-1 If we take out the non-

singlet part, we have the simpler result
On

(3.9)

9 _o O
where we have used,to lowest order in a (a ) = g (q )/Uir 4 the result
a 2 2 2 ^

Cn(qQ, g(q )) = e . Since the {y } can be computed, the prediction of QCD

for large enough q can be tested directly in experiments of the type we

are considering here.

The parton model

Before QCD or indeed the operator^product expansion, Feynman

conjectured that the then observed BJorken scaling F(x,q2) -+ F(x) as qS + -«•

could be understood in terms of the photon scattering off point-like constituents

(quarts) inside the proton (Fig.l8(c)). This mechanism in a simple way leads

to the picture

fr.'l (3.10)

where Df(x) represents the probability of finding a quark of the type

f(= u,d,s,...) inside the proton, carrying fraction x of its momentum (in a

frame in which the proton has large momentum). The corrections to scaling

in this early model were of order [m + ̂ k ^]/-q , where m is the

quark mass squared and ^ic_ S is its mean transverse momentum squared. Prom

the small transverse momentum in hadronic final states, the latter quantity was

thought to be between 0.1 and 0.2 Cev , so that auoh scaling corrections were

thought to be small.

The relationship between the two approaches

At first sight,asymptotic freedom seems to be the rational for the

parton picture, since at short distances the quarks interact increasingly

weakly, i.e. a (q")—>0 as q ~> -«3 . However,because radiative gluon

corrections to the parton model (Fig.l9(a)) lead to c/ (q^) log q

modifications, one finds scaling violations, namely those contained in the

anomalous dimension factors,in the operator approach. The question that was

asked some time ago and which has recently been satisfactorily answered is

whether or not one csci relate the two approaches and,for example,from the

parton picture reproduce the operator-product expansion results. This would

allov one to extend QCD perturbation theory to all processes which admitted

a parton description but not,in an obvious way, an operator product expansion.

The first clue to this comes from the vork of Lipatov (following

his earlier work with Gribov) and from the work of Altarelli and P&rtsi .

Altarelli and Pariai pointed out that by differentiating (3.8) and using the

properties of the Hellin transform representation,!3.7) can be turned into

the following evolution equation:

where t »log |q |/A ,

I t )

,*.)= I. a e* Hft and where

(3.1D

(3.12)

The convolution in (3.1l)becomes a product of T& with D (q ) = dx xn D(x,q2),

when we take moments. Al tare l l i and Paris! further demonstrated that the kernel

P jjlsl could be derived from the parton branching or bremsatrahlung process

a —»b (Fig.19(1))) at infini te momentum, provided one only takes into account

transverse gluons

- 3 k - - 3 5 -
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(a) Gluon radiative corrections to the parton model.

(t>) Parton branching probability Pat((
z)-

(c) Fundamental branching processes in QCD.

The above result can tie derived directly from the Bethe-Salpeter ladder
81iteration as shown in Fig.30 involving off-shell parton-hadron Green

functions in the limit k + -«»and in which the renormaliaation group ia used
to give the asymptotic behaviour of the propagators and vertices. The coupled
:set of equations t h a t eirei-Res are the in tegra ted version of ( 3 . 1 1 ) . i - e .

D*<«, «?*) =. D'f*, *„'

Bethe-Salpeter iterations reproducing the leading order in QCD.

by the kinematice. What happens in thin gauge ia that graphs which need to be
Included in the kernel of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in covariant gauges, i .e.
those in Fig.21{a) ,dtBappear in the leading logarithmic order in QCD. Their
contribution is abBorbeii into the gluon propagator which is infra-red singular
and has the form

(3.13)

This remarkably simple result manifests itself in special physical or non-
covariant gauges, in which the longitudinal components* of the gluon field are
determined by the condition nwAa(x) » 0, where n is a special vector dictated

When one projects out the tent in the quark-hadron Bethe-Salpeter Green
function,vhich propagates in the Iteration in leading order (namely T * (5
one finds that the propagator {3.14) leads to the kernel (for q •* q.)

-36- -37-



I - 1 (3.15)

where C_ comes from the colour SU(3) matrices. This kernel vill generate
**1

a soft gluon IH divergence from the pole (1-a) as z -*• 1, which comes

~d i r e c t l y f r o m t h e f a c t o r ( k . r i ) ~ i n ( 3 . 1 1 * )

so that the full kernel in (3.11) and (3.13)

(3.IT)

The Mellin transform of this regular kernel is precisely the anomalous dimension

T^q in the OPE discussed earlier, i.e.

/vwv>

(a) (b) (c)

c.

(3.18)

Finally, ve should point out that it is not the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude T =

itself that propagates In the iteration according to the convolution equation

(3-13) but instead the following integral of i t :

(3.19)

(a) Terms that are included in a covariant gauge.

(b) Non-leading diagram in the n gauge.

(c) Leading diagram in the n gauge.

This divergence is cancelled by the virtual contributions involving gluons

emitted and absorbed from the seme quark line. In fact the lat ter cancellation

is nothing more than the Bloch-Nordaieeh cancellationof QED , expressed

here in a non-covariant gauge * ' - In the latter the virtual contribution

can be added directly to the kerre 1 as a disconnected piece of the form

1-1

•) Bloch-Nordsieck cancellations may not always go through

uell happen that their absence in certain situations is the s

-38-

(3.16)

for QCD and lt may

î TiaJ for confinement.

Further, when one looks at the deep inelastic process in the gauge n = q - xp,

graphs like Fig.2l(b) vanish in the leading order in QCD ond the graph in

Fig.2l(c} gives precisely the above integral (3.19), so that

(3.20)

Hence there is a direct correspondence between the t>ynman parton probability

distribution D(x) and a net of Feymnan graphn (ietennininR the q evolution

of these probabilities in terms of the elementary processes of QCD. However

because of the Bloch-Nordsieck cancellation discussed above, the process is not

incoherent and is therefore not described in terns of H probability as auch

for the elementary QCD process to occur. In particular, the Altarclli-Parisi

kernels for q -• q satisfy

- 3 9 -



(3.21)

i.e. the virtual gluon contributions exactly cancel the real contribution in

this integral. Modulo this distinction, we have a set of equations governing

the stochastic evolution of parton densities in terms of elemantary branching

kernels or "quasi probabilities". Furthermore, this system is Just another

way of doing the arithmetic curried cut by the operator technique, which after

all is nothing more than perturbation theory at short times ar.d distances.

However, the Bethe-Salpeter pictui-e provides us with an additional physical

insight of how the most important QCD processes occur and further,we can apply

thia technique in situations which admit a parton interpretation but not

necessarily an OPE argument, so in this context the parton picture is wore

powerful. We shall illustrate this in the following items. In order to

understand the physical picture, which corresponds to the leading order in

QCD, one needs to briefly consider the iterative solution of the Bethe-Salpeter

equation in terms of a sum of ladder diagrams, each giving an ordered integral

of the form

point where the initial hadron couples to the system to that where the highly

virtual energetic photon is absorbed. This means that the frequency scale

v «*Jc 'beeones progressively lover (for each branching it is reduced by a

factor £ «*l/log q'/A"") and the strength of the interaction a (k^) increases,

presumably to a point where long-range correlations become overwhelmingly

important and a different kind of description is appropriate.

• Non perturbative
long range
correlations

where we have taken moments with respect to x. This leads to the following

exponentiation:

V — {-~i
(3.22)

i.e. the renormallzation group result. It comes from the region in which

k'2 k"2

ordering

'2 "2 2 2
k , k ,--- are all growing, like Q as Q •*•"*, however with the strong

this can be interpreted in terms of the following diagram (Fig.22), in which

we see a strong ordering in the virtuality of the partons as we go from the

~ko-

Physical picture of the deep inelastic process shoving the way the branching

process lowers the frequency scale for what went on "before".

To complete this part of the discussion we briefly mention the way

the above Bethe-Salpeter equations for the parton densities can be solved in

general. Since Eq_.(3.13) is of a double convolution type (with regard to
o

k and x) it can be unfolded and reduced to an algebraic problem by the

double Mellin transform:

(3.23a)

which haa the inverse

-in-



Table II

,'uBimarJ"inf the relationship botveen the operator und partcn approaches to

(3.23b)

Under (3.23a), (3.13) reduces to the matrix equation (defining yab = Tab/2T>)

L
1

(3-2U)

ab
which means that after diagonalizing the anomalous dimension matrix y ve

n
obtain (3.8} in the form

(3.25)

vhere DA'11) i s t n e n momeBt of the distribution D (x,Q ) , which one

associates with primordial or non-perturbative parton density inside the hadron,

provided Q- is chosen small enough. [(P ) - 0"} U(>,, where U

diagonalizes relationship between the operator and the parton

Huasi-stochatic approach can be summarized in Table I I .

3.2 Factorization of the parton probability densities in
leading order in QCD and potential corrections

Although one cannot directly apply the OPE to processes like

e e + I + x, i t is well described by the parton picture in Fig.23(a),

which is graphically closely related (see Fig.23(b)) to the diagram describing

deep-inelastic scattering (Fig.23(o)).

Parton approach

x (parton momentum space)

Correlation functions

F(x,Q2) = V el Da(x,Q2)
a

I) U) = parton density

B-S equation in n gauge for D

0 + J j 2*" ab

or Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation

dt ~* 2it j ab

Parton branching kernel

Pab(x) (a _» b)

f f 1 )quasi probability dx P =0
I J o 11 )

Operator approach

Mellin transform space n ~ conjugated x

Moments of correlation functions

2 f1 n - 1
M (ij ) = I I I " F(x,Q")

J 0

Ca(Q ) = Wilson coe f f i c i en t
ti

OPE + RO f o r C a

n

J ( z ) J ( 0 ) - \ Cn a, . . . z 0

In — + 8 — + v l c = 0[_ 9p 9g nj n

anomalous dimension

Y = dx x ~ P (x)

related to renormalization of
operator 0

-142-



(c)

(a) Feynman picture e e •*• hadrons by quark pair creation and subsequent

hadron je t production,

(b) Parton-hadron diagram for e e" * i t i .

(c) Parton-hadron diagram for 1 p •* x.

The above description can be readily generalized to include a l l the associated
2

QCD radiative processes, at least in the leading log Q order. This is

done by using the same set of B-S equations ( F I K . 2 0 ) , except the quarks (or
srluons) are coning in and the hadrons are going out. The l a t t e r equations

describe a multi-Jet picture in which an initially very virtual quark-
2 2 2 2

antiquark pair is produced with k «- 3 /l°K Q as Q •+ « and which

subsequently branch into further parton Jets with strength a (k ). Thi3

branching process continues, as i l lus t ra ted in Fi^.S^, unti l the value of k

is low and non-perturbative mechanisms set in. Clearly such a description

leaves the precise mechanism by which hadrocs are produced wide open. We

shall make some suggestions on the la t t e r in the last of these ta lks .

_Q1 , ,_£L
Logtf/A2 (LogQW)

, A~iFermi

hadron
showers
correlated
to original
quark and gluon
momentum

k2 scale

Evolution of parton Jets in e e~ annihilation and eventual production of

hadrona vith a momentum spectrum correlated with the original directions.

Feymnan speculated that when ve pick out a single hadron In the final state,
the above process can be described in terms of a fragmentation function
5 f ^ U > , i.e.

(3.26)

2 V—" 2
where t f = e f / J e f and 5 f + ff(i) describe:;the probability of a quark of



t y p e t fragment i n s i n t o a p i o n v i t h f r a c t i o n a l energy z ( i . e . z » E /S ) •

The Bethe-Salpeter equation in Fig.20 give3 precisely an Alteralli-Parisi Q

evolution equation for 5 . (z,Q ) which takes into account the QCD radiative

processes depicted in Fig.2i*.

The parton picture allows one to go s t i l l further and discuss more

involved processes like inclusive deep inelastic scattering ep -*- * + x, which 1B

shown in Fig.25(a) or the so-called Drell-Yan mechanism (Fig.25{b)) for the

production of massive lepton pairs. These involve two parton densities since

there are two hadrons in the problem.

(b)(a)

(a) Parton model for ep -* TT + x.

(b) Drell-Yan mechanism for pp •* p u~ + x.

(c) Non-factorizing interference term in QCD.

The evess-sect ion y A •+ B + X ia given in the naive parton model by

±2
where

(3.27)

Similarly, the cross-sect ion for producing a massive electron or muon pairs

AB * 1 r + X i s given by

-1.5-

(3.28)

This factorization' ansatz could be destroyed by the QCD radiative corrections

discussed earlier.

Such processes can be examined in gauges fixed by the vector n ** PA * P0.

where A and B are the visible hadron momenta, and one can shov that i f

the transverse momentua between the hadrons and current ia integrated out,

a Bloch-Hordsieck cancellation of al l soft gluons occurs, leaving only the

hard gluon Bethe-Salpeter iteration in each parton-hadron channel. Kon-

factoriaing contributions coming from interference terms of the type shown

in Fig.25(c) vanish in leading order in QCD. In this situation the same

formulae,E<iB.(3.2T) and (3.28),would apply in leading logarithmic order in
2

QCD, with the replacements D(i) by D(x,Q ) for al l parton densities, where
p

1/Q is the common short-distance scale. A general theorem has been proven
to do with factorization for an arbitrary process vhich admits a parton

interpretation . The latter uses the notion of factorization of mass

singularities and it appears one can translate it into the statement that the

parton probability densities factorize to all orders in perturbation theory-

However I suspect this statement is a l i t t l e artificial, since the n-gauge

method appears to only yield the latter factorization in the leading logarithmic

order. [One can of course always factor out the parton densities D(xn,Q ) ,
2 2

D(x_,Q ) , . . . by convoluting them with the appropriate function C(x , x , . . . ( i )
into which a l l ttie non-leading e f f ec t s are absorbed.]

Factorization can s t i l l be destroyed by the non-perturbatlve f inal

s ta te processes responsible for hadron production, so the fact that i t occurs

at a l l , i s intimately t i ed up with the confining phaae of U.CD. A further related

remark concerns the Bloch-Nordsieck cancel lat ion where although i t Is clear

that leading infra-red (IR) divergence.1! cancel , no general

theorem e x i s t s for a l l such divergences and in fact counter examples to

such a proposal have been found 1 1 . In part icular , in the hypothetical

non-confining phase of QCD, basic parton processes may have Inf in i te energy

associated with th i s non-cancellation of IR divergences ( i f we a l lov

arbitrari ly low gluon frequencies to occur) . This i s just the kind of signal

for confinement one would l ike to aee and i t s emergence 3eeiBS to be quite

a recwrt achievement. My own impression on the role of these isgues on the

perturbative aspect of QCD is that one must bear in mind that the l a t t e r

description only emerges as an e f fec t ive approximation theory at ahort distances



and that it cannot be pushed too far without understanding hew the confinement

mechanism works. In particular, as regards the XR problem,one can expect at

the very least, the latter to provide the necessary regulariiatior. of the low

frequency end of the process.

If one asks what might cause factorization and the siraple parton

interpretation to break down, two points coae immediately to mind. The first

concerns the neglect of next to leading logarithm corrections. Not all of

these destroy factorization, however each process must be considered separately

and there is an indication that these are playing a non-trivial role. There-

fore the theoretical analysis of next to leading order in QCD is receiving

much attention at the moment. A potentially more disturbing problem at lover

Q (which in fact may mean Q ^ 20 GeV /c ) ia the power corrections to

scaling *' ,in particular 0(Q~ ). These may in fact account for most of the

scaling violations or at least we cannot rule that possibility out. Although

one can incorporate these terms into the parton picture, the simple picture

presented above concerning factorization is lost (at least at first sight).

We end our discussion of this aspect of QCD with a brief mention of two

additional items.

3.3 Perturbatlve QCD_ with two frequency scales and uoainK the IR
structure of the theory

If in the above two processs one observes the transverse momentum

between the virtual photon and hadrons one introduces two momentum scales into

the problem, namely *Q and Q_. In this situation one also restricts the

phase space into which soft gluons can be radiated. This means that the

Bloch-Hordaieck cancellation betveen real and virtual soft gluons ia disturbed,
12)

so one is left with an infinite summation over double logarithms
2 2 2 2a (Q_) log Q /QZ caused by the mismatch of the real and virtual "phase space".

S 2 2 2

In the limit Q » (L, >> A this summation can be carried out and one finds that

the parton interpretation of the process is not destroyed. In fact it is

renormsliied in the following simple way, written, respectively, for (3.27)

and (3.28). For y^A + B + X we have

In the operator approach these are the higher twist contributions.

(3.29)

and for the Drell-Yan mechanism for AB •» u u + X

(3.30)

where

(3.31)

When we integrate (3.29) over all CL,, one recovers (3.2T) and (3.28),

respectively, because t> = > Q and x«(0) " 0 (i.e. complete cancellation
2 2 —2 2

between real and virtual). Further, in the limit Q_ <vQ , b <•>- Q } •

"A * ° an<i a formula corresponding to a higher order jet production process

naturally emerges.

3.U Multi-.^ets in e e •» hadrona and IR safe cross-sections

So far we have restr icted OUT attention to processes involving an

infini te sum of logarithms in perturbation theory. However a discussion of

the perturbatlve aspect of QCD would be incomplete i f we did not include one

in which the simplest possible t es t of the perturbation series can be
made ( i . e . one or two orders in a ((} ) ) , instead of an inf in i te sum

(a (Q2) log Q2/A2)n (or more correctly a sum (£• log a (Q2))n where
2 2 2 OS

ag(Q ) = 1A> log QIK ) . To see how such a test can arise l e t us remind

ourselves where the large logarithms come from. This wil l immediately suggest

a way In which we can transmute the large logarithm factors which modify the

-1*7- -U8-



powers of ) into something that stays finite

strahlung off a quark with momentum

factor (defining the gluon momentum as k = (u,k sin9 cos*, k sin6 sinp, k(cos9))

2
-J'" •+ =°. If ue consider

real gluon bremsstrahlung off a quark with momentum p this gives rise to the

k =

(3.32)

where in deep inelastic scattering the soft gluon divergence (in •+ 0} is removed

by adding the corresponding virtual contribution, so we have instead

(3.33)

where y « C_ log a as n •*• « , which happens as x-• 1 (for which n—l/(l-x)}.

Hence in the latter case the large soft IR logarithms have teen transmuted

into the log n in the anomalous dimension y . Hovever in this case we are

still left with a large logarithm coming from collinear hard gluon
2 2

configurations 1 » 9 >> m /Q .

In e e annihilation into hadrons at high energies we can define a three

Jet configuration in such a way that also the large collinear logarithms are

removed 13) One considers the process e e" •* rjq + g (Fig.26) and asks for

the angle between the gluons aoti the quarks to be greater than some angle S,

i .e . 6 > 6 » m /Q and further,the energy in the jets to be greater than

r~? /If
some fraction @ of the total CMS energy rjQ. i . e . a> > € JO. /2. Both
& and 6 are chosen so that (a logi log€ , a log 6,a log 6-) << 1. In

s s s

this case the cross-section can be reliably calculated to order tiC (Q )

and i t is given by

(3.3U)

To translate this calculation into something we can measure in the laboratory,

one maXes the assumption that the <jq g system decays into three hadron Jets,

which can be resolved and,respectivelyjcarry all but £ of the original

momentum {soft hadrons left behind produced an uncertainty in the total momentum

balance in the Jets). There ie some support for this process at PETRA energieB

and it may well provide the only decisive test of QCD perturbation theory.

(a) e e~-> qq g -» 3 Jet3.

(b) Competing mechanism -* 1/Q .

It can be further extended to four Jets etc.^by going to higher order in QCD.

There could be a background to these three Jet configurations, for example,

Fig.25(b), however such a mechanism should die fast with Q , so ue can test the

above three Jet cross-section as a function of Q for fixed 6 and &

and this should resolve this issue.

We shall leave this subject here, however without exhausting it.
Ik)

There are numerous other testa or signals for QCP perturbation theory,

including a universal growth of the appropriate transverse momentum in all

perturbative QCD processes, namely

~ c (3.35)

where 1/Q ia the principle.short distance scale and the constant C can be

calculated in each ease. The naive parton model predicts

MeV independent of Q2.

^ 300-500)
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IV . THE MOH-PERTUBBATIVE OH COJfnUEMEKT PHASE OF QCD AHD THE EMERGEHCE
OF HADROS PHYSICS

I now come t o my l a s t t o p i c vhieh again i s intended for elementary

par t ic le physicis ts . I t concerns a very brief review of the most

important aspect of QCD, namely how hadron3 emerge from a local theory of quark

and gluon fields without these quantum fields giving r i se to the

, corresponding par t ic le - l ike quanta., th is being known as the confinement problem.

Without a. satisfactory solution to the l a t t e r , QCD remains l i t t l e more than

the nice idea of Gell-Mann, Fritzsch and Leutwyler who originally proposed

i t . I think few par t ic le physicists can doubt that the confinement problem

is one of the foremost theoret ical problems of our time, since i t ia at the

heart of our description of Bubnuclear matter and although we think we have

the right s tar t ing point, we have not yet found the mathematical machine and

scheme of approximation to obtain a detailed description of hadronc and the i r

interactions from this start ing point, namely the QCD Lagrangian.

However there are a number of different approaches, a l l of which

attempt to find and describe the right zeroth order approximation to the QCD

system, on top of which, an appropriate perturbation theory should be con-

structed. (The l a t t e r or course not being the usual perturbation theory

above the so-called perturbative vacuum, which would correspond to par t ic le -

like propagation in the asymptotic s ta tes of the quark and gluon field quanta.)

I will present here a necessarily, condensed and brief review of the

different approaches as I understand them. I will also give my impresaion

of what the relationship between these approaches are to the basic underlying

dynamical picture of hadrons, which most hadron physicists tend to believe at

leas t in broad out l ine. However I must varn you that •-• I am not an

authority on most of these approaches, so ray Impressions may be misguided.

The l a s t approach I wil l present i s the one which I am pursuing myself and

here I v i l l take the opportunity of saying a l i t t l e more on how the arithmetic

behind the laasic picture might emerge. This brief synopsis on confinement

approaches will proceed as follows:

U.l The baste picture of hadron dynajnic3 in QCD.

!*.2 Confinement and the l a t t i c e gauge theory approach.

**-3 Colour e lectr ic Meianer effect due to a condensate of topologieal

magnetic charge in the vacuum,

lt.lt The str ing limit of QCD.

It.5 Bag models.

!*.6 QCD dynamics in terms of the field theory of composite operators,
-52-



U.I The basic picture of haaron dynamics in m,u

As ve outlined in the introductory talks, the confinement mechanism

in qCD Is thought to he due to a kind of Meisner flux confining effect

occurring in the case of QCD in the colour electric field. This means that

an oppositely charged colour pair ( i . e . a colour singlet qq system) forma a

colour neutral mesonic system {Fig.27U}) vith a flux tube of finite

transverse aLae between the quark pair. Low-lying states presumably being

less tube-like, since the transverse and longitudinal dimensions are

comparable (Fig.27(b))

RT«L

-A- I
L
(a) cb)

Fig.27

Meson systems in QCD

(a) Excited tube-like qq state.

(b) Spherical-liie lov-lying n and 0 states.

This notion presents us with two formidable theoretical problems. (1) The

first is to prove It from some fundamental starting point like the QCD

Lagrangisn and our notions of quantum field theory. (2) To find a manageable

computational scheme for hadron physios, in vhich we can naturally account

for observed spectrum and the way hadrons are produced when enough energy la

provided. In fact let me summarize by saying what ve need to account for:

- linearly rising nearly parallel Regge trajectories of hadron states

vith a definite degeneracy and system of daughter (a(t) - 1, o(t) - 2 , . . . )

trajectories.

- The jet-l ike pruduJ-ion of hadrona of finite transverse momentum

with comparable final state structure, no matter what the initiating

process isi

- The crucial interface vith the short distance or perturbative

aspect of QCD, vhere the confinement puzzle is most emphasised.

Here we are referring to things like the process e e -thadrona

and deep inelastic physics.

- 5 3 -

Since a l l the approaches I will be discussing are sculptured to

account for the above features, the same basic dynamical picture is at the

back of one's mind. Hence ve will really be discussing a quest for an

approximation scheme vhich allovs us to derive this picture from Jly,*, and to

do specific calculations like calculate cross-sections and correlation

functions. Thus let us describe qualitatively the basic picture. The confined

quark system described in Fig.27 forma a system of excited states which l ie

roughly on linear Regge trajectories. However as ve try to separate a qq

pair, the energy associated with the gluon field makes the system unstable to

qq pair production in the form of the lower lying meson states (ir,p e tc . ) .

This is ill-uetrated in Fig.28.

Decay of excited meson systems

U) p •» imr. (b) Very excited qq system decaying into * plus a lower lying

eicited system, (c) The multipion end product of the decay of a highly excited

meaonic system.

m



\ :.-%-y r;\.L-Ltetl sycten vhich forms a long s t r ir.p-like take (called by ;'usskind

:i Max.ii.i, t.y Viilscr. a flux sausage and >Y Freparata ?. fire sausage in ar.alogy

M !!tif.'i-vturn';•. therrricdynaraic notion of a fire ball) decays into a pair of

opposite jetc. or' hadrons alon* the axis.

As one. can see, for example from ray own studies with Giuliano

Freparata a few years back.of the decay of such a system, one can easily

convince one's self that i t v i l l have many of the features we want for the

description of hadron production at high energies, i . e . . particles (mainly

pions) strongly e d u c a t e d in momentum with a mean transverse momentum

k -"1/V,^ bounded and with a logarithmically increasing multiplicity as we
+ -

increase the energy. In c e -» hadrons one assumes a highly virtual very-

energetic qq pair is created (Fig.29(a)) and as they fly apart, they form

a long flux tube or highly excited qq mesonic system (Fig.29(b)) which decays

as indicated above into two jets moving along the initial direction of the

quarks. This is illustrated in the following figure:

the process is .••..' verrr .1 by highly vir tual quark und gluoti s ta tes . At longer

time intervals, ., ;:ig-range correlations set in as the effective coupling in-

creases unti l the effect of the confining flux field is overwhelming and one

can no longer describe what happens in terms of perturbation tiieory. However

in the f i r s t fraction of a Fermi or so, the kind of branching processes

described in the previous lecture can occur with a probability proportional to a
2power of o (1 ). In this case the final s tate will evolve from a more

complicated flux tube configuration. This situation is i l lus t ra ted in

Figs.30(a} and (b).

(a) Electroasagnetie current creates
a qq pair.

-§) (b) Fair forma a highly excited qq
system as i t sweeps out a long
flux tube-

(a) Short-distance branching process at order a (Q ) in perturbative QCD.

{b) Resulting excited colour neutral qq -gluon tri-mesonic system,

(c) Emergence of three hadronic Je t s .

— (O Emergence of a jet of hadrons
it decays -

However one has to go a long way from drawing pictures to actually computing

transi t ion probabilit ies and establishinl^&hey represent In fact what happens.

To pursue the qualitative picture further we note that short-distance effects

can modify the above situation in the following way. At very short times, gaps

and distances, quarks undergo local quantum fluctuations associated with

degrees of freedom of the local QCD Lagrangian (our start ing point}. Confine-

ment means that these only occur at short distances and time intervals , when

Similar statements can be made about baryons which are triquark colour

singlet s ta tes . The lowest lying nucleon state is probabily a spherical-like

object as i l lus t ra ted in Fig.3l(a) . On the other hand, excited baryon states

could for example involve an excited diquark system separated in a flux tube.

I t s decay, see Fig.3l(b), will then proceed in much the same way as an

excited mesonic system, leading to a similar final s tate (except for the

presence of a single baryon)
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Points
of self
interaction
of electric
field

(a] fb)

U CO a P >• I "'I
(ll.l)

where T are the usual :'T'(3) colour matrices. The path L is along the

lines of force. One could consider the case when Li rims from a quark Lo an

antiquark and defines a meson-like composite operator an I'ollowis:

(U.2)

(a) The nucleon.

(b) An excited baryon decaying B •* B + TT.

So much for the basic picture at the back of one's mind, let us now discuss

what kind of mathematical apparatus has been developed so far (or is being

developed) to deal with the problem of showing how such a dynamical picture

can emerge from the QCD Lagrangian and to give us the computational rules

for calculating cross-sections, correlation functions and transition

probabilities etc.

^-2 Lattice gauge theory approach

This approach to the confinement problem was proposed by Keneth Wilson

and has been extensively pursued by himself and independently by Kogut and

Susskind , Rebbi and others . The computations and analysis tend to

rely on Monte-Carlo methods on a computer and in some way these people try

to provide a computer model of the QCD system based on the la t t ice

approximation. One of their principle aims is to see whether or not the SU(3)

colour gauge theory actually does confine quarks.

The procedure is first to find the right variables to put on the

la t t ice , which is a manifestly non-local system. One consequently needs to

define gauge invariant quantum-mechanical operators representing, for

example, the electric flux. Wilson proposed the following path ordered

operator:
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1)

This operator is gauge invariant under the local transformation

(It.3)

Such an operator is a possible candidate to represent something, which creates

a meson state in QCD. I will return to thi3 notion later in my talk. The

main point here is whether or not these operators can be used to discuss the

lowest energy states of the QCD system and the dynamics of separating a qq

system. The relevant variable in the continuum theory may be a flux (or path)

averaged operator *'

(lt.lt)

It is therefore important to find the distribution of lines of force which give

the minimum energy to the qq system. The initial aim of the lattice approach

is to define when the string or sausago-llke distribution of lines of force

emerge s.

•) Alternatively one could define

with
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A word about the i r computation procedures. The la t t i ce is made in

Euclidean space time and is in the form of a four-dimensional grid. The

basic object i s the gauge invariant gluon operator

U.5)

from a quark goes along one link. Further, this flux is quantized and the

application of U on the lattice corresponds to a definite energy w . This

that aa we separate a qq pair, we expect the energy of the system to

grow like the number of flux links that have to be created, i.e. E — m L.

The method of calculation can be briefly summarized as follows. The

functional integrals of the continuum theory give the expectation value of

polynomials in the fields e.g. p(A } by

where/path L in {k.X) has been chosen to run from site n to n + u and

a is the unit of length in the lattice. This operator creates the so-called

flux (string) bit or link (Fig.32(a)) which annihilates colour at one end and

c-o c
o

<a> (b)

Fig.32

String bits on Wilson lattice.

creates it at the other. This colour matrix is unitary [U 0 ] , , a 5,,
nu up l j i j

and the conjugate matrix U creates an opposite string bi t in Fig.32(b).
A

Other constraints include det U = 1 and the choice of temporal gauge A_ » 0.

This leaves a residual gauge transformation of the form
* + * t , J + j #* and U -» • U • . A gauge invaa-iant fermion kineticn n a n n n n n n n
energy term will for example be } U y * and so on. The basic closed

n nu v n + u

loop operator on the lattice can create colour singlet states and It is given

by trace

(it.6)

This corresponds to Tr P exp [ig & A a dz T a] in the continuum theory. The

basic idea of lattice calculations follows from the observation that if the

lowest state truly corresponds to the flui not spreading out and being confined

to a tube between qq colour singlet states, then on the lattice all the flux
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{It.7)

where the vacuum functional is given by Z = <l"> and S(A ) Is the action.

On the l a t t i ce the [DA ] integration is replaced by one over [nu], so the

f i rs t Job onemust do is to obtain the distribution of U's. These are computed

using Monte-Carlo BimnnilatioB techniques, in which a sample is generated

according to the weight e /Z.

Equipped with the above, the simplest check on confinement has been

to consider the potential between a pair of massive quarks. Here the kinetic

energy term can be neglected, BO as one looks at the propagation of this systea
i t can be seen that

In time/it sweeps out a sheet on the lattiee^which is bounded by a closed loop.
If we take a square loop on the la t t ice (Fig.33) which corresponds to the

operator

(It.8)

and consider its expectation value for long Euclidean times T, then it represents
-HT -

basically the expectation value of e for the qq system. At large times

Wilson loop
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the expectation value e

H = Hence if Em

is dominated by the lovest energy state,

L, this would correspond to the flux confining

* .3 Colour electri_c_ Melsner effects due to a condensate of topologies!
magnetic charge in the vacuum

-"min~ " min

situation. Thus an area law for the expectation value of U(c) is recognized

as a signal for confinement and ia known as the Wilson loop criterion. It is

featured m la t t ice calculations as veil as in two-dimensional solvable

models or indeed for QCD in four dimensions in the topological

approach to which we shall turn in a moment.

In sketching the la t t ice method so far we have not mentioned an

additional fundamental consideration which naturally emerges in these cal-

culations, namely the phase transition phenomenon. Theories are studied on a

fixed la t t ice aa a function of their coupling constant, which take3 the place

of temperature in s ta t i s t ica l mechanics. I t is believed that for a certain cr i t ica l

range of coupling constants the QCD system on a la t t ice undergoes a phase

transit ion, in which long-range order sets in, presumably associated vith

flux confinement and meson propagation. At small coupling constants,

perturbation theory seems to hold and the system presumably does not confine.

One job which has partly been accomplished is to establish the existence of the

phase transit ions. However i t seems unclear to me what the interpretation of

these effects will be in the continuum limit. However since the phase transition

on a la t t ice is parametrised by the unit of length a and the value of the

coupling constant g, one can speak of a renormallzation group and i t may well

imply that this phase transition corresponds to an effect in the QCD system in

the continuum limit, which occurs when the running coupling constant a (v)

reaches a c r i t ica l value a (vfl), where v represents the typical frequency

scale associated with the processes going on. For small ag(\i) < <*S(\>Q) the

dynamics is described by perturbation theory ( i . e . local propagation of quarks

and gluons), while for a (M) > a (^n) long-range correlations become important

and a different dynamics takes over. Hov such a picture can be proved I am

not sure.

My Impression of lat t ia^ calculations is that they are extremely slow,

although this could improve with better computer fac i l i t ies . Further, they

throw away from the outset much valuable Intuition coming from analytieity and

causaul propagation of energy, not to mention the interplay of the la t te r vith

Lorentz invariance. The approach is also a lonj? way away from the processes

one wants to discuss in detai l . However until we come up with convincing

alternative computing schemes, it may V.e the only way one can gain some insight

on hov confinement works.

A considerable effort is nov being made to establish confinement in the

continuum theory ba3ed on studying properties of the vacuum functional Z

defined in (U.J). This describes the vacuum fluctuations and hence the nature

of the lov-lylng quantum states In QCD. For example, when we say the lovest
that

lying state in the usual perturbative vacuum, we meanjthe quantum fluctuations

are due to particle-like virtual propagation of the basic fields In the

Lagrangian. Further, this also usually means that particle asymptotic states

can be produced by ionizing these virtual s ta tes . Presumably this does not

happen in QCD and the perturbative vacuum is an extremely poor ( i . e . meaningless)

t r i a l vacuum. I will briefly outline here tvo attempts or ways of going about

describing precisely what the lovest lying state of QCD ia and how the

confinement of the electric flux comeB about. The second of these will be

closest to what was presented in the introductory lecture.

The instanton-anti-lnstanton. vacuum plasma

h colour electr ic confining "quasi-classical" vacuum, comprised of

Instantou-anti-Instanton pairs,was proposed by the Princeton school and

It can be briefly described as follovB. Following the Feynman path-Integral

approach to the tunnelling phenomenon in non-relativistic quantum mechanics,

In which a Wick rotation of time {t -HT) allows this phenomenon to be in-

terpreted as a classical path, the Euclidean functional integral in QCD

defined above with the action

( l t .9 )

can be approximated by a summation over the contributions of classical solutions

called InBtantons or anti—i list ant ona. The la t te r are, respectively, self-dual

(F*u F ) or an t i - se l f du*l.{F = -F where V"V X (-. V ) solutions
2 UVOT ato the equations of motion, which minimize the Euclidean action. They are

characterized by a topological index (i.e. winding number) defined by

Y\

The functional integral can tie divided up into topological rectors corresponding
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to different winding meters. Taking the instanton Mnd ar.ti-iristantcn contri

butions alone, the :;emiclas3ical contribution to the vacuum fiinction&l can be

written in the form

A* =
t.15)

vhere x represent the collective co-ordinates of the instantons ( i . e . centres

and radii pT). S j (x »X~) i s t n e action of the instantons and the so-called

dilute gas approximation corresponds to neglecting i t .

density as a function of i t s radius and i t is given by

e r
~p l .lV

n (p) is the instanton

( I t . 12 )

where its dependence on the running coupling constant a (p) ia ejthibited.

Armed with the above notions and approximations, the Princeton group

have made a systematic study of the vacuum "structure" of QCD. The essential

point they noted is that the instanton field

.Sir

corresponds to a dipole momentum D = R P , where
symbol introduced by pt Hooft and the matrix R

S

( I t . 1 3 )

is a generalized

describes the£ . symbol introduced by t Hooft and the matrix R

orientation of this field in SU(3) group space. This means that the instanton-

anti-instanton background behaves like a polarizing medium, so that ve can

expect a phenomenon-like paramagnetic susceptibility to occur. This means if

we introduce an external colour field F a e , then the net field will be

given by B a = F a e + h* M* , where if is due to the dipoles. Now if

we assume, at least for weak external fields, that H y = x
 F ' * then

r
u > 1 corresponds to anti-screening and asymptotic freedom. If u •* » ve would

have a colour flux confining environment. Explicit calculations based on the

the dilute gas approximation yield
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and estimates based on pQ — 1 Fermi gave

school that they were on the right track.

90. This convinced the Princeton

Further studies by this group show that if .one looks at the response

field B as a function of the applied field, i t undergoes a hysteresis cycle

and different phases can occur. In particular, there exists a dense phase

for E <• E . . . n , where presumably u •+ «• and a dilute phase \i > 1, in
crit ical

which flux lines can spread out from a colour charge. Finally, a picture of

hadrons emerges as colour singlet systems of quarks in dilute phase bubbles in a

vacuum made up principally of the dense confining phase, of inst&nton-anti-

inst&nton pairs, since only in the vicinity of the colour charges con E > E
C r l t ica l '

In this way they claim to derive the MIT bag model of hadrons.

Unfortunately, the dynamics of hadrons is very remote in such a

description and not simply related to a vacuum described in terms of the

virtual emission and absorption of mainly low-lying hadron states. Neverthe-

less ifc is a serious attempt to understand confinement in term* of the

topological structure of the vacuum. A very similar approach has been pursued

in the works of Mandelstam , ' t Hooft , Efnglert and others . Here

an attempt is made to find the mechanism behind the electric Meisner effect

from the property of electric and magnetic duality in gauge theories, which

is behind the magnetic Meisner effect in an electric superconductor. I have

not fully understood the mechanism proposed, however I believe the argument

goes aa follows•

Because of the absence of a complete Bloch-Nordsieck cancellation in

QCD, the usual perturbation vacuum is infinite and the theory has to be

regularized for example with an effective gluon mass. The lat ter would

destroy the gauge symmetry, but i t could provide the possibility of flux

confinement. However the gauge symmetry can be restored If one admits.

singul*p gauge transformations, which link different topological sectors and

one includes aa integration over al l such sectors in the vacuum functional.

The lat ter corresponds to thinking of the vacuuo as being made up of a condensate

of Wu-Yang ( i . e . Dlrac) non-abelian monopole antl-monopole pairs , which confines

the colour electric flux. To see how this idea cornea about one recalls haw the

magnetic flux confinement effect ( i . e . the Meisner effect) occurs in an ordinary

electric superconductor in CJED. The latter is closely related to the fact that
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Maxwell's equations have or. uiitierivir.g electric-raprirt ic jyrHietry first pointed

out by Dirac. He ^ucgested that this yyTrjnetry r-culd be corr.pietei, if 'nature

admitted magrietic monopoles, however this required the Introduction of singular

magnetic flux lines to carry away the magnetic flux. ' N'cwadaya, one describes

such a symmetry as a symmetry under a duality trs^s format ion in the theory, which

need not be only QED and for example exists in la t t ice theories.

The Meisner effect can be understood in terms of the photon getting an

effective mass frcm the interaction with the Cooper pair plasma, so the U(l)

symmetry is broken by an effective Higgs field. This mechanism confines the

magnetic flux to strings or tubes of definite strength or winding number according

to the condition 0 A dz = 2»n/e (n = 1,2, . . . ) . These flux tubes will be in the

form of closed vortices, unless Dirac monopoles are introduced to terminate the

flux. One can see that the above mechanism is intimately associated vith

singular gauge transformations, which add winding nujnber to the field one starts

with. For example by making the shift A = A + 3 e(x), where e * A dz = 0,

then the flux quantization condition corresponds to e[8(£i0 - 9(0)] = 2irn. The

symaetry of the system under the electric-magnetic duality transformation, allows

us to argue that the corresponding condensate of magnetic charges ( i . e . vortices

or Dirac motiopole-antijnonopole pairs) will confine electric flux to strings or

vortices. In the lat ter case the gauge symmetry is restored up to aingular

gauge transformation, which correspondjto the magnetic charge condensate.

In QCD the above electric-magnetic symmetry is hidden in the equations

of motion and the magnetic charges appear to be topological in origin ( i . e .

correspond to special extended configurations of the field A ). For non-

abelian theories in general, i t is believed that the theory cannot be defined

in the usual way in terms of excitations of the perturbative vacuum for which

A = 0 . This is because of the nature of non-abelian infra-red divergences,

which maXe this vacuum infinite in energy if vanishtngly low frequencies of

the field A are allowed. It is therefore argued, for example by ' t Hooft,

that the theory can be defined only in one of two possible phases. The first

is the familiar Higgs phase, in which the gauge symmetry is spontaneously

broken and the gauge particles have a mass. In this situation the asymptotic

states do not correspond to the original fields, but in fact are composite

particles involving the Higgs field. Thus a vacuum filled in with the Higgs

field ha3 very special screening properties, since i t can be thought of as a

condensate of non-abelian charge. The Higgs phase also admits topological

excitation corresponding to confined i-agnetic flux :-y:-terns. These could he

in the form of Nielson-Qleson vortices or magnetic menopcles which appear

to exist in this phase.

The second phase is calleti the confining case, i:ince only neutral

composites of the non-abelian ( i . e . colour) charges car. propagate in the asymptotic

states. The lat ter situation is thought to cone nbuut Vecause the Fuclidean

vacuum is filled up with a condereate of Quantized magnetic charge and can be

thought of in terms of a domain structure. ' t Hooft argues that the nuantization

need only be with respect to the centre 7,(3) of the Sll(3) group, which

corresponds to phase factors Z = exp[i2wp/3] and which leaves the gluon field

invariant, ( i . e . the unit of magnetic charge is in = 2irp/3g, with p = 1,2).

The idea of two possible phases of the theory related by a special

kind of duality transformation has i t s roots in s ta t i s t ica l mechanics, where

i t is the relationship between ordered and disordered variables for example

on a la t t ice . In the la t ter one considers a set of correlation functions

^6-^2 • • • / where the average is defined in terns of the grand partition

function £„ of the la t t ice . There exists another set of correlation functions

^V-,^2" '~y defined with respect to the grand partition function Zjj of

the reciprocal lat t ice ( i . e . the Fourier transform of the original l a t t i ce ) .

Symmetries of mixed correlation functions / t u . . . ^ under averaging with

respectively Ẑ  or Zw ( i . e . under a duality transformation) play an

important role in describing cr i t ical phenomenon in s ta t is t ical mechanics
2)

(see for example the work3 of Kadanoff and Ceva )-

Because of the condition exp[ie <p A dz] = 1 for any closed loop.
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In a field theory the corresponding starting point is the Feynman-

Kac functional integral . For example in QCD, correlation functions of the

fields ( i . e . the Green functions) are given in terms of the functional

average

c ' ) ^ but not both satisfy the Wilson loop confinement criterion. The
inplication "being tbafe *ith«r th* electria or the magnetic flux is confined by

a condensate of the corresponding dual charges.

I t i s evident that these notions are s t i l l quite far from the physics

one wants to describe, namely hadron dynamics ( I . e . spectrum, scattering and

production), however i t may vei l provide a way of proving confinement in QCD

and perhaps some new insight on how to do dynamics.

We now turn to more phenomenologleal approaches in which the flux
confinement idea Is assumed and a description of hadron dynamics i s attempted.

The latter is defined with respect to the colour electric charges and fields.

Now the speculation is that if one admits singular gauge transformations

linking the different topologieal sectors, then one can find an effective field
corresponding

theory for the/magnetic topological excitations and thus define a new functional

average. (The latter in statistical mechanics language describes the dis-

ordered counterpart to the above functional average.) ' However this shoull he

understood as being only an effective theory to describe the vacuum topology of

the original theory.

Sow let us turn to the effect of a singular gauge transformation in

QCD. This adds a piece to the field tensor F
yv

F a + , which means an

F F**1 of the fonn1 f k aadditional piect to the action S = - r- I d x F

5I(C1) = 4 x M ^ C ) M^U(C'), where C is a curve describing the orientation

in Euclidean apace-time of the sheet swept out by the Dirac Btring. Further,

the operator B(C') = exp S^C') can be thought of as one which creates a

topological excitation in the vacuum. Mandelstam and ' t Hooft associate such

an operator variable as part of an ordered and disordered pair (A,B) in the

senae of Kadanceft and Ceva ( i . e . variables linked by a duality transformation)

where k{c) is the Wilson loop operator defining the electric flux. Further,

' t Booft has shown that they satisfy a generalized commutation rule

"*A The string limit In QCD

In the early 1970's a dynamical model of hadrona emerged, which explained

some aspects of the observed properties of the hadronic spectrum and their

interaction, namely, the dual string model . In part icular , the model

explained the possible origin of the Venezlano anaatz, in which crossing

symmetric scattering «isplitudes are made only of sums of Regge poles in each

channel. This can be done in a crossing symmetric way if one uses a beta

function, i . e . T(s , t ) "B( -<s ) , -«C(t)), where U{t) =<** +ot ' t . This amplitude

has the following duality property. Sums of poleB in the s channel are

equivalent to a sum of Eegge exchange poles in the t channel (Fig.3M,

A weak form of this duality is known to hold experimentally ( i . e . i t holds under

integration over the spectrum)

where Z = e
2 i* p' 3 6 z(3) (i.e. an element of the centre of the group SU(3))

and B(c') is the magnetic counterpart of A(c). Here p Is the number of

times C winde around C . Finally, rt Sooft argues that either <
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Duality in hadron scattering.
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5)

A prerequisite of this model was linearly rising parallel systems of Hegge

trajectories , with a definite degeneracy pattern of hadron s ta tes . *' Nielsen

and Sussklnd shoved that such an ansatz could be associated with a planar

topology in the Feynman diagrams and through the pioneering work of Namhu ,

Mandelstam and others . This led to a picture of hadrons as interacting

strings of uniform energy density, which through a suitably constructed action

principle reproduces the Venezlano ansatz. The model was however plagued

with non-physical ghost s ta tes , unless one went to 25 space-time dimensions

Nevertheless, some people believed this to be a good zeroth-order approximation

to the hadronic system, albeit a very complex one. In QCD, Veneziano and

' t Hooft have shown that the planar Feynman graph picture corresponds to

the limit H -* ~ for SU(ff ) colour, with possibly the number of flavours

also growing in a matching way ( i . e . "C /H. fixed). The former may correspond

to a non-interactinp; s t r ing, while the l a t t e r case (because i t Implies that

quark loops and pair creation will tie important) to interacting strings.

where p refers to ordering along the path and

After double variation one obtains

d5

If one can prove under certain conditions (for example S + •») that

It 13 therefore natural to seek a string approximation or limit in QCD

and the Meisner flux confining effect provides the link, when we assume that

the flux tube has 2ero transverse dimension. The qq meson system is then

described by the composite operator defined earlier

do- (U.20)

then one has the Hambu equation of string (defining D {••) = &j*D

C.21)

where L is the path from x to x_, corresponding to en infini te set of

co-ordinates xV(o) describing the flux line (x(0) = x<and x(l) = x ) . Hence

the path L is an important dynamical collective variable in the meson vave

function. A number of people including Marobu and Corrigan and Haaslacher

have asked what kind of equation of motion we can expect M or U to have

in QCD. They f i rs t form a gauge invariant functional differential with respect

to L ( I . e . i U (o) , by varying the path from L to L + SI, ( i . e . xW(a) + 5xV'{a)

with 4x(0) * Si(l) = 0) where one finds

This can be readily translated to Mtx^.x^.L), recovering the Interacting

string picture of Mandelstam. Pair creation comes about by noting that

DF = q Yu.11 q, so the covarlant derivative operators will involve terme

which represent the string breaking at some point along the path. An

interesting relation emerges here, namely the slope of the Pegge trajectories

a' is related through the string constant C in (H.20) to the expectation

value of the field F , presumably in the vacuum, I . e .

( i t .18)

•) As far a3 I know the l a t t e r is too rich to be compatible with the known low-

lying spectrum of s ta tes .
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( I t .22)

I personally find these ideas are a step in the direction we want to p,o and

may well correspond to a particular limit of QCD (for example as M •* «). I t
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also presumably becomes an increasingly good approxination as the qq system

becomes highly excited and the length of the path large compared to the transverse

size of the flux tube. In the latter situation the large number of degrees of

freedom associated vtth the string can be readily identified vith the large number

of channels to which this excited qq system must couple. The quark constituent

picture and the notion of local currents are lost in the string approach.

Further, one cannot help feeling that the description of the lov-lying states

should he much simpler (aa indeed the low-lying spectrum, the success of current

algebra and deep inelastic scattering data strongly suggests to me) and somehow

one should be able to perturb the QCD system around something simpler. One

attempt to go in this direction is the bag models of QCD, to which I turn next.

^.5 Bag models

In string models the kinetic energy of the systems is carried uniformly

by all points along the string (I.e. spectrtas is associated with vibrationaJ.

modes of the string), the resulting spectrum seems far away from the spectrum

of the non-relativistic oscillator model, which seems to describe what is

observed quite well. Bag models are an attempt to correctly describe the low-

lying hadrana and their properties which Include current algebra, deep in-

elastic scattering, decays and so on, this is where the quark idea was born

in the first place. The basic idea is to have the kinetic energy carried by

the constituents (I.e. fields inside the hadrons), the bag itself is a

contribution to the potential energy, which parametrizes the confinement

Mechanism. There are many ways of formulating this idea and perhaps the best known

is the HIT bag , which the Princeton group claim emerges from the properties

of an Instanton-anti-instanton vacuum condensate, so we begin by presenting

the basic ideas involved.

One describes the energy-momentum tensor of the QCD system in the

following way:

fc**»
U.23)

where

•

aad R is a space-time region to be defined dynamically. The fields satisfy

their equations of motion inside R and I I = 0 (inside). Further,

4 T v ~ 0 ( I . e . T is conserved) implies a'boundary
0» where n is the normal vector swept out by the

the requirement that
condition n T
surface of R. The la t t e r simply says energy does not leak out of R. This
boundary condition leads to two linear relations and one non-linear relation
on the fields at the surface of the bag, namely

and

V > = O

These boundary conditions guarantee by Gauss's law that the bag is a colour

singlet system. However the exact solution of QCD with such boundary conditions is

exceedingly di f f icul t , so many approximations and simplifications have to be made.

Nevertheless, the MIT group ha3 been able to do a considerable amount of

phenomenology using this model. For example, within their approximation
l Aschemes, they obtain with B = ISO MeV,a mean-proton charge radius

< r > = 1 Fermi, a mean mass M » 1.1 Gev, a proton anomalous magnetic
moment g =• 2.6 anil an axial vector coupling g, = 1.1. However there is no

natural explanation in their work of the Iightnes3 of the pion and the

approximate chiral symmetry in Nature. This is presumably because the local

Dirlchlet boundary conditionC^^a) breaks the chiral symmetry. Recently,

Fothe ajid Schroer Txave done some Interesting vork in solving the Dirac equation

in a gauge theory with boundary conditions, vhleh might remedy this by finding

a generalized non-local adxed Dirichlet-Neumanc boundary condition, constructed
to preserve chiral invarianee of the system In the case of massless quarks

The latter result leads to a general index theorem for the fields inside the

bags of the form

{ i ) = rr: — Yl
(I*.25)

where the extra teracon the right-hand side correspondsto an Index associated
with surface modes (i .e. of the restriction of the Dirac operator to the surface).
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The surface modes of the aag also play an important role in jet t ing

the right spectrum, so the Fothe-Jchroer result nji^ht have an important bearing

on the mass of the pion. However if the latter is the right answer, the

original simplification 3ort in the bag model is lost because we have now

kinetic energy carried by a closed sheet, which is an even more complex

dynamical situation than the string.Essentially because of the surface mode

problem, preparata and myself pursued some tire ago ajiother paracietrization

of the bag idea, which is closest to the original objective. However it is not

yet fully developed within the iCD framework, although soir.e work by Guura,

based on the QCD Lagrangian,which we shall refer to in the last section^eems

to come quite close to what ve have in mind. The basic idea is to define the

"bag in the relative co-ordinate between the qq pair in the case of mesons

so that the whole system can be described in terms of a translationally invariant

Bethe-Salpeter wave function

then for example the T* component v i l l satisfy a Laplace type equation

where the gluon degrees of freedom are neglected, so L is taken to be a

straight line path and is assumed to have no dynamical significance in the

zeroth approximation. In the lat ter one assumes that the quarks satisfy the

free Dirac equation at ahort separations. This could be realized for example

by requiring <p(p,a) 3 0 for z ^ R(p). so i satisfies the pair of equations

]

where the quark mass m(p,z) = m inside the hadron and infinite outside. If

we make a decomposition

£ A + J12 I TT

with Tt = 0 outside B(p), and A » (-(j
3z

. Hfldron wave

funetiontconstructed in this way have a spectrum with no relative time
excitations. Further, they have the observed degeneracy of (Ref.2)

that
hadronic s ta tes . More generally,Leutwyler and Stern have shown/coupled wave

equations of this form should have very simple potentials of the form

V = - J * | + 8 |z I where z • e (p)zU - The nice thing about dynamics

based on thia type of picture is the easy way in which one can construct
U)

hadron interactions and the mechanism of hadron production Further, it is

close • to what one would expect from field theory, for example, from the

point of viev of bound states described in terms of Bethe-Salpeter wave functions''

In addition, one can see'how under certain circumstances,a low energy local

effective Lagrangian with a spontaneusly broken symmetry could emerge. The

last item I shall discuss is an outline of a programme of finding the zeroth

order approximation to QCD based on something closer to the lat ter bag model.

k.6 QCD in terms of the field theory of composite operators

The ideas I would like to try to outline here are far from worked out,

as indeed many of the approaches presented above. However, I think they are

closer to what one in fact needs to come out of QCD if it is to successfully

describe hadronic physics. It is based on the idea that the lav-lying hadron

spectrum seems to be associated with a system with only a few degrees of

freedom and it is Just such a system about which one would like to construct

a perturbation theory. The infinite number of degrees of freedom associated

with the fully interacting quantum field theory vill tie generated from this

perturbation theory. From the outset it would be desirable to work with variable*

which could represent hadrona (i.e. could be used as interpolating fields for a

hadronic state) so that for example the quantum fluctuations of the vacuum could be
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associated with the observed hadronic degrees of freedom (especially with low

lying meson states like pions). Further, the dynamics of elementary particle

production should be closer < to the wisdom built up over the past tventy years.
involving

However ona has to also be able to provide the reason vhy in processes/mhort distances
( i . e very high internal frequencies)the hadron degrees of freedom can be neglected
and why the fundamental quark and gluon fields is a l l one needs to
calculate cross-sections. I will give few references in this section, except

to mention what I personally learned from the works of Suura , Leutwyler
2) 3) h)

and Stern , Bohm, Jooa and Kramer , my own works with Preparata and
Mamelius etui recently from the works of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov .

Let me begin by summarizing the basic objectives of any theory of

hadrons which starts from the QCD X^grangian, apart of course proving that i t

haa the ' desired1 property of confining quarks to hadron 3tates.

(a) To find the hadronic spectrum from the equations of motion of
of the QCD system.

(b) To construct Green's functions describing the causal propagation
of hadronic signals over long distances and show how effective quark and
gluon propagation emerges at short distances.

(c) To construct a field theory operator calculus, which describes
the interaction of hadrons, in which no quark or colour signals propagate
over long distances, so such channels have no singularities.

(d) To show how at very high frequencies the effect of qu&rk-gluon
propagation and interactions lead to the expected ultJWflblet limit of QCD, in
which asymptotic freedom and QCD perturbation theory emerge, as a natural
approxi mat 1 on.

(e) To show that the photon and W bosons couple to local composite
currents like q(x) y <J(JC) and how• TCrtices involving these operators and
the hadronic states emerge.

A possible programme to achieve these alas would run as follows.

1. Construct gauge invariant composite operators, which are natural
candidates to be saturated with the hadron spectrum ( i . e . are like good Inter-

polating f ields) . For example, following the lattice and string approach

consider

ffrrthe mesons

(l».30a)

while for baryons

(It.30b)

ig I A da T and one can add the Wilson loop to

the l i s t . There exists of course oaay more. Further, the path dependence
has to be specified or integrated over. The first problem is to try to find the
variables vhich best describe the stable states of the system, about which
it oscil lates.

2. Assuming we have gueased correctly the right variables, we next derive

their equations of motion, starting from the Maxwell-Dlrac equations of QCD,
i.e.

(It.31)

and

do ~\ co

plus gauge constraints and Bianchi Identities. Encouraged by Nambu's work on
the string limit and that of Suura on the instantaneous Interaction
limit, this is not as awesom a task as i t night at first seem. In fact ve
can with confidence expect something like the following pair of covariant
wave equations to emerge:
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where the right-hand side involves an Integral over a gauge invariant operator

like (L = q U F 11 q, which will have i t s own equations of motion. Second,

derivatives can be replaced by q U q . . . q U q, from D**Fyv = q >v T q.

This corresponds to pair creation and thu3 an interaction of M vith i tself .

Clearly by themselves (U.32) do not t e l l us very much and will present us with

an infinite series of equations, involving operators with increasing number

of F or qq Insertions. However if we assume the lov lying states are

described to a good approximation by a l l the kinetic energy in the quarks,

so that fluctuations in the A field can

then the Bethe-Salpeter-like wave function
so that fluctuations in the A field can be neglected as a f i rs t approximation,

< * - . , * * , (««,**> I
(it.33)

can be associated with the restr ict ion of the operator M involving an

arbitrary path and quantum A.* field, to one involving a straight l ine

integral over a li-potential with no retardation. The fluctuations of the

string are generated through the equations of motion and can be represented

by operators like M on the right-hand side of Ct.32). We can depict these

operators aa creating the systems in Figs.35(a) and (b)

The general string configurations which involve the quantum fluctuations of the

gluon field and pair creation^are generated through the equations of motion

and a perturbation expansion based on perturbing the system around M(X.,X ) ,

which describes the lov-lying hadronic spectrum. This is precisely what one

expect3 to happen physically. Although in the limit of Ne+ ~, the oscillation

of th« string is expected to correspond to the dual model description, The above

perturbation theory will link the corresponding Reg^e behaviour directly to the

hadronic continuum {a much sort after l ink) . One might speculate that if one

le ts the number of colour degrees of freedom H -+ » (the number of flavours

N_ fixed), then qq pair creation becomes unimportant and only, stable hadronic

states consisting of an- infini te number of gluonic constituents emerge On

the other hand, if S f grows l ike H -*•">, then the interacting string picture

might emerge as a good approximation. However I feel that the rea l is t ic

situation is bet ter described in terms of the perturbation theory suggested

above.

Since the equations of motion for the wave function J(JC ,x ,p) will

have on th* right-hand side a term involving q g q constituents and co-

ordin«tes (JL,JC_,X), which has i t s own equations of motion linking i t to a

term involving q gg q and so on, one must perform a Brillouin-Wigner

perturbation treatment. In the l a t t e r one elisinates the series on the right-

hand side of (k.32) to arrive at a pair of covariant wave equations of the
M

type used by Preparata and myself and under certain assumptions about the
2)rea l i s t ic tvo-body system, derived by Leutwyler and Stern , namely

(a]

(b)

Fig.35

(a) Basic qq system. (b) A q F q system, representing fluctuations of the

string, (c) The fully interacting string generated from a perturbation theory

based on (a)-

- 7 7 -

There exists (see Eef.£) arguments that the growing part of the potential-like

termi cannot be too complex, in fact v
r l f f = <t~ + Bz with no higher order

terms, {In any case,the approximations made only describe the low-lying 3tates

and the high-lying states,vhich presumably correspond to oscillation modes of

the stringjshould be handled differently,so thi:i form of the potential is

probably sufficient.) The main insight provided by equations of the form

(k.3&) is that the relative t ine dependence has no excitations and is

dynamically determined. The procedure one might now adopt is to try to find

a complete tranelationally invariant spoetrum of hadron states
l ( W / C(p,z>, i . e .
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(It.35)

With a suitable orthonormality condition (x ,x_) = & • Tke absence of

time excitations will inply the absence of ̂ -dimensional completeness which

appears to be a necessity. However this may be remedied by adding the higher

components in the wave functions, which could have the effect of restoring

the missing degrees of freedom-

3. If one manages to solve the trail of problems encountered in 2, one

could now attempt to construct Green'3 function describing the propagation

of the operators H, see Ref.5. on how one goes about such a construction .

oc*
(1*.38)

The field theory calculus itself will be expressed in terms of the M's, which

represent the collective effect of all the hadronic modes in QCD, Their

propagation and interaction could be handled by a generalized Yang-Feldman

formalism, which relates the interacting M to the non-interacting in-

coming M, by (again schematically)

L* M ^39)

P V
t.36)

Further, one could form a set of asymptotic fields

(U.3T)

in terms of vhich one would then attempt to construct a set of asymptotic

relations, in which hairon states propagate like local fields (iT,(x) being

a quantised field associated with the Foch space occupied by the o t hadron

in the spectrum , these being the physical asymptotic states of the theoryj.
that

The idea here Is/as hadrons separate from one another they obtain an
elementary-like identity, and through unitarity relations these states
saturate dispersion relations in the usual way. The purpose of this kind of
construction is that if one asks for a certain transition amplitude or Green's
function then it can be. formulated in terms of the M's through a generalized
LSZ construction, which means (schematically) we write

We assume that since the asymptotic states are dominated by the law-lying

hadrons, (Ctand the corresponding H (t -» + oo) are represented by the

simple tf , the more complicated operator H corresponding to a flux string

carrying much kinetic energy will be contained in £ M, which includes the
the

affects of deformating and of breaking of/string. One pre-requisite for such

must maintain the locality in 0an approach is that the interaction

and a suitable chronological ordering, which maintains Lorentz Invariance,

must be found. These questions are related to the spectrum properties of

(lt.3lt) and are proving to be an immense technical problem, which may simply

mean the whole approach is too naive.

The kind of interactions one expects to occur corresponds to qq

oscillation or pair creation on the string, so that we will hove terms like

vhere the linking function S C«'-s) corresponds to inverse quark propagator,

however it will most probably be an entire function, representing a measure
a

in the z, z' integration. If M represents a meson state i.e.
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< o\ 6 (*<.Kt }

then the above 5y represents the continuum state

1 SM I

In this way the transition amplitude H ~* H
2
 + H-? would correspond to a

piece in the effective action for the J's of the form (neglecting quark

propagation).

5. If one had succeeded thus far, it still remains to explain how scaling

and the effects of the perturbation degrees of freedom in QCD emerge in the

short distance limit- Surprisingly enough, this 13 conceptually the easiest

part to understand.

At short distances, the effect of the hadron states disappears because

one experiences the effect of the completeness relations of the hadronic

wave functions. For example in deep inelastic scattering, if one takes into

account qq. pair creation and gluon components in the hadron vave functions,

one would expect the following contributions to esaerge in the H variables

(Figa.3T(a)-(c)):

(d)
t.in)

(ej Cf]

The la t te r can be represented by a triangular graph which knits together the

Bethe-Salpeter hadron wave functions

Fig.37

(a)-(c) Deep inelastic scattering in the M variables.

(d)-(f) Corresponding contributions in terms of perturhative QCD.

Transition vertex H -> H + H
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In the short distance limit, the summation over the hadron states, through the

completeness relations, will lead to the picture in Figs.3T(d)-(f), where one

sees only the short distance interactions of quarks and gluons. The ultra-

violat divergence structure vill also depend only on the A i i ) and q(x)

variables. It is also quite easy to see haw one can go about exploiting the

short distance spectrua links associated with the H's. The machinery of the

operator expansion 13 an ideal tool for exposing the effects of renormalization

on the H's and the way QCD perturbation theory controls their short distance

limit. One writestypioally
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M
(k.kS)

where the Wilson coefficient contains all the effects of renormallzatlon

through the renormalization group equation. If one considers the set of

matrix elements

Using dispersion relations, one can obtain relations between the
constants associated with hadronic wave functions to the vacuum expectation

values cf operators like <J = 5(0) iC(0), vhleh characterize the breaking of

the approximate chiral symmetry and operators like F a F y v, which in the

Kit a _£
32

bag model would be associated with the bag pressure B i . e . B

~ 7^ FU^|0 "^ J or the string constant through relation{k.22) . In

the case of Fig.37{a), Shiftosn, Valnshtein and Zakharov ' have derived,

albej.t heuristlcally , the following interasting sum rule, which illustrates

the point:

• J

and so on. One can obtain the appropriate short distance limit of these objects

using perturbation theory. However one can also saturate these matrix elements

using the hadron states (Figs.38(a) and (b))

Short
distance
limit

(a)

-V\y\^ -|- - W v / i

This l a t t e r prosrasane provides a valuable method of relating Bpectruo

properties to matrix elements of the basic fields in QCD. On the other hand,

the vhole prograimse outlined above, i f not doomed to failure because of i t s

misconception, presents one with an immense technleal task. Clearly we must

etnsver in one vay or another the sme questions and the success of any scheme

or derivation of copflnenente rests on our abil i ty to control the mathematical

apparatus we choose to use. I think the topology approach for example may

proride ue vi th a proof at confinement, hovever something close to what I

have outlined here is what we will need to do hadron dynamics and compute

thing* lilce cross-flections and transit ion probabili t ies.

Flg-38

(a) Short distance limit of a, current two-point-function.

(b) Short distance limit of a current quark vert«x.
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